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Abstract 
 
Digital Transformation (DT), being the latest trend for business transformation and 

organizational change, synchronizes business processes and integrates information 

technology leading to operational efficiency and innovation which contributes to overall 

business strategy. However, aligning technology and processes with people within the 

organization and the customers remains a challenge. Studies have concluded that the main 

focus of implementation towards the technical aspect rather than human aspect of the 

project brings to failure. Thus, it leads to the necessity of integration project management 

and change management practices to develop holistic approach and the aim for this 

research to answer the question: 

How can project management and change management be integrated and facilitate the 

implementation of digital transformation projects? 

In order to fill in the research gap on integrated PM and CM and also DT project 

implementation, the researchers embarked on a qualitative study, explored the literature and 

conducted semi-structured interviews with five organizations implementing DT project. It 

included project managers and business analysts from digital services consulting firms and 

multinational companies. Using thematic analysis, the researchers developed an integrated 

PM and CM framework that will help facilitate the implementation of DT projects. It can 

serve as a guideline for coordination and managing both technological and human side of 

the project during digital project delivery or implementation.  

In answering the research question, the study recommends four creative ways to integrate 

PM and CM as inspired by the developed framework. First, integrate the principles, 

processes, tools & techniques of PM and CM into a holistic approach at certain phases of 

the DT project lifecycle to achieve the DT deliverables, thus balancing the technical and 

human aspect of the project. Second, focus PM and CM methodologies and techniques that 

have emphasis towards promoting customer centric approach or creating value towards end 

users of the software such as the Agile Methodology. Third, create a smart tool or software 

that automatically captures both the PM and CM tools, such gantt chart and project 

communication updates that can be easily shared online to the rest of the stakeholders. And 

finally, include CM to PM’s knowledge area and PMO’s creation of CM owner or team to 

facilitate the implementation of DT project. 

Keywords: project management, change management, digital transformation, digitization, 

agile methodology 
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1. INTRODUCTION               

1.1 Choice of Subject and Research Gap 

Nowadays, companies have to go through the process of changes much more often and 

quicker than before. Due to constant innovation and appearance of disruptive technologies 

in the market, the companies have to adapt and introduce changes in processes, business 

models and organizational structures and processes much faster to stay competitive 

(Rahnavard & Bozorgkhou, 2014, p. 747; Cowan-Sahadath, 2010, p. 395; Liu, et.al, 2011, 

p.1729). 

Organizations across the globe increasingly recognize the importance of digitization. 

According to Ernst & Young (2015), digitization is the latest trend of the business 

transformation and organizational change. Mathrani, S., et al, (2013) highlights digital 

project such as software systems or Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP) to have 

transformed businesses. The integrated information from different sources namely, 

financial accounting, supply chain, human resource, and even customer, synchronizes 

business processes leading to operational efficiency and innovation which contributes to 

overall business strategy. 

Businesses and organizations are urged to change while they are still in shape. Those who 

proactively disrupt themselves will reap the benefits of investments and stay ahead of its 

league. In this concern change management has to be adapted to meet the requirements in a 

digital world (Kohnke, 2016). 

Global Center for Digital Business Transformation provides a survey, in which 69% of 

respondents saw the need to adapt their business models to respond to the changing digital 

environment. Yet, despite this awareness, only 55% of them claimed that digital disruption 

was a board level concern, and only 25% had active plans to tackle the disruption head on 

(Wade, 2015, p.7). Figure 1 shows 12 industries and degree to which they are affected by 

digital disruption. The Industries on the outside are least affected by digital disruption, 

while those most heavily impacted are shown closer to the middle. 

However, “transforming to a seamless and contextually relevant digitized organization 

would also require the change towards deeply entrenched organizational habits” (Early, S., 

2014, p.60). Because of this, some challenges have been confronted by organizations 

during implementation. According to McKinsey and Company (2015), 70 % of change 

programs fail to achieve their goals, largely due to employee resistance and lack of 

management support (Ewenstein et al, 2015). 

Ernst & Young (2015), on the other hand, reported that main challenges for businesses is to 

face the implications of digital change, among which «not only the loss of control over the 

customer relationship, increased competition and threat of commoditization, but also the 

need to engage digitally stakeholders, namely with suppliers, partners and employees» 

(Ernst & Young, 2015, p.6). 
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Digital transformation projects are mainly planned and designed with high regard towards 

deployment of the technology, making sure that the system is working properly (Motwani, 

J. et. al. 2005). Although the technical aspect do play an important role in the digital 

transformation, the human aspect or the end users both internally and externally are 

regarded as the most difficult to manage. A wider perspective towards organizational 

change remains to be gap towards the implementation of change initiatives (Hornstein, H., 

2015, p.293). 

 

Figure 1. The Industries affected by digital disruption (Source: Mckinsey Global Institute report, M. 

Wade, 2015, p.7). 

Project Management (PM) and Change Management (PM) practitioners continue to find 

ways to help solve these challenges. Unfortunately, change methodologies are stuck in a 

pre digital era (Ewenstein et al, 2015). The traditional change management frameworks are 

still being applied which are claimed to be outdated and in insufficient especially in a 

highly competitive and evolving global business environment (Cowan-Sahadath, 2010, 

p.399). 

Instead of PM & CM, working separately, an integrated framework PM & CM are 

suggested to replace the traditional organizational change management frameworks and 
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tools in order to help solve the existing difficulties confronted in the change initiatives 

(Schech-Storz, 2013, p.15-17).  

With the above set current business trends and issues, the need for PM to expand scope to 

accommodate the management of organizational change have been increasing. The lack of 

available frameworks to guide project managers to manage both the technical and human 

aspects of the project especially on a transformational change initiative is the main gap that 

this research intends to fill in.  The PMBOK Guide (Fifth Edition) published the Project 

Management Institute (PMI), for example, still lacks organizational change or change 

management frameworks specifically for dynamic and complex type of projects such as 

digitization. 

Although there are recent researches regarding the integration of PM and CM frameworks, 

they have been mainly conceptual and very high level, it would be too simplistic to apply 

the same framework across the various change initiatives with different intent and 

dynamics. Change models cannot be applied in a mechanistic way for all types of changes 

to all organizations. Developing a model based on type of change, type of organization, and 

organizational change capability, is to be considered (Oxtoby, B., et. al, 2002, p.318). 

Thus, this research would be an opportunity to fill the above-mentioned gap and develop an 

integrated PM & CM framework for specific type of change which in this case is a business 

transformation with focus on digitization. 

 

1.2 Research Question and Objectives 

 
This research would aim to answer the below question: 
How can project management and change management be integrated and facilitate the 

implementation of digital transformation projects? 

Furthermore, below are the specific objectives of the research to help answer the research 

question: 
- to explore the concept of digital transformation and how it transforms businesses; what 

makes it different from other change initiatives; 

- to explore the change management and project management literature and to identify 

studies related to business transformation focusing on digital transformation projects; 

- to conduct in-depth interviews with project managers and project team members in 

companies implementing digital transformation project and identify the project 

management and change management principles, processes, tools and techniques used; 
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-   to develop an integrated change management and project management framework from 

the analysis of interviews, which can serve as a baseline for future studies and also for 

digitization projects 

1.3  Intended Contribution 

 
The contribution of the research will be in two folds: 
 
Academic - Based on the combination of previously developed theories and empirical 

findings, the study is expected to provide an extended framework that integrates project 

management and change management. This is considering that current literature suggests 

highly conceptual frameworks. In addition, the primary data collected during interviews 

will add to the studies on integrated PM & CM that is currently dominated by secondary 

data sources. 

Practical - The developed framework from the theoretical background and conducted 

research, could be used as a guide for project managers involved in implementation of 

change initiatives in digital transformation. 
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2.  REVIEW OF LITERATURE 

This chapter sets the theoretical basis to enable understanding of the themes that the 

research question aims to address: the integration of Project Management (PM) and 

Change Management (CM), and the implementation of Digital Transformation (DT) with 

the use of integrated PM & CM framework. For this purpose, an overview of the existing 

literature related to these themes are presented. The first part of literature review presents 

focuses on the definition of digital transformation, its difference with other change 

initiatives, and how it transforms businesses and eventually challenging the traditional PM 

and CM frameworks that are typically utilized towards the implementation of the said 

change initiative. The second part focuses on the development of PM from its principles 

and practices to project life cycle and finally the PM tools and techniques as aligned with 

the nine PM Knowledge areas. This will then be followed by CM principles and practices to 

its tools and  techniques. It would also include the shift of approaches from traditional to 

current  Finally, researches on PM and CM integration will be presented along with the 

drawbacks allowing the opportunity to develop PM and CM integrated framework to match 

the challenged traditional frameworks that could consequently facilitate the 

implementation of digital transformation projects. 

2.1 Transforming businesses in the era of digitization 

2.1.1 Definition of Digitization 

 
The digital era is characterized by continuous evolving of technological tools, which create 

new opportunities for companies to develop in a unique way (Zysman et al, 2006). In this 

concern, companies need to stay alert of new changes happening in the market and to react 

to them as fast as possible in order to stay competitive. 

Digitization is mainly defined as the process of changing from analog to digital form, 

which  causes changes of established patterns and complementary innovations in our 

economy and society (Negroponte, 1995; Lobokke et al, 2015, Schreckling and  Steiger, 

2016; E&Y, 2011). Technology breakthroughs like social media, mobile computing, 

analytics/big data, cloud computing, the Internet of Things (IoT), cyber-physical systems 

(CPS), cyber-human systems (CHS), and cyber-security are the drivers of digitization 

(Schreckling and Steiger 2015, p.6). 

Even though digitization and digital transformation have only been gaining popularity as a 

separate phenomena quite recently (Sørensen and  Landau, 2015, p. 158), it has been 

described by researchers before as companies have been introducing different types of 

technology and IT solutions in order to  enable  processes to be fundamentally reconfigured 

(Markovich et al, 2014). 

Information and Communication Technology (ICT)  is one of the biggest drivers of 

organizational change over the last two decades (Gillingham, 2015, p.89), while Enterprise 

Resource Planning Systems (ERP) is one of it’s most important tools (Rahnavarda & 
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Bozorgkhoub, 2014), which have become part of the business in the modern digital 

economy and support tactical movements and strategic direction (Mathrani et al, 2013). 

ERP systems are very common in contemporary organisation and the most popular ERP 

system solutions are supplied by SAP and Oracle (Iveroth, 2012 p.342). Today, ERP 

systems are referred to the (money-Human Resources-Merchandise-Equipment) with the 

aim of increasing productivity, management, and planning (Rahnavarda & Bozorgkhoub, 

2014 p.748), as well as enhancing operational efficiency by supporting a firm’s business 

processes and creating competitive advantages by facilitating innovative practices 

(Mathrani et al. 2013, p.364). Depending on the character of adoption of digital tools and 

technologies by organisation, digitization can impact processes and functions both 

Internally and Externally (Bonnet and Nandan, 2011, Westerman et al, 2014, Geide, 2016, 

Horlacher & Hess, 2016; Accenture, 2016). 

In this study we focus on the process of “digitization” concerning organizational changes 

internally, as a way of changing internal environment, i.e. people, processes and 

technology, and aligning them to provide smooth and efficient workflow of business 

operations. 
 
Since digitization of business processes is aimed at changing them with the help of 

technologies, in many studies digital transformation is described simply as “the integration 

of digital technologies into business” (Liu et al, p.1728) or “the increasing adoption of 

digital tools and technologies by an organization to fundamentally alter both its internal and 

external processes and functions” (Bonnet & Nandan, 2015, p.4). However, in the latest 

research scholars agree that digital transformation is not just about technology. Instead it 

concerns many areas of organization changing and influencing conventional methods of 

doing business and interaction between individuals.  
 
As any form of organisational change, digital transformation is related to people, processes, 

strategies, structures, and competitive dynamics. It represents “global accelerated process 

of technical adaptation by individuals, businesses, societies and nations” (Khan, 2016; 

Collin et al., 2015; Tapscott, 1996; Westerman et al., 2014). The foundation of digital 

business transformation is organizational change (Wade, 2015; Maedche, 2011), and like 

any other organizational change, there should be a reliable framework connecting people, 

processes, and technology enabling organizations to successfully navigate this 

transformation (Bonnet & Nandan, 2015, p. 2). 
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2.1.2 Digital Transformation and its Difference from other Change Initiatives 

In order to understand the difference of  DT in organization from traditional organizational 

change and how it alters change management, different examples and definitions at the 

existing literature were considered. 

Change Management is defined as “leading and implementing change successfully in an 

organization or business toward a specific outcome” (Owen, 2016). Gareis (2010, p. 318) 

differentiates 4 types of organisational change according to the aims, demand for change 

and the potential to change of the considered organization: 

 
-    organizational learning; 
-    further development; 
-    organizational transformation; and 
-    radical new positioning 

 
Some types of change imply demand for change of only one component of organization, 

such as a process, a role, a relationship to a supplier or several components, if e.g. a new 

product is developed the consequences for the organizational processes and roles, the 

personnel and the infrastructure have to be considered too (further development). As for 

radical new positioning, it is applied in a crisis situation, and usually serves the demand for  

“implementing the resolution strategies and closing-down the crisis” (Gareis, 2010, p 322). 

Finally, Organisational transformation is the process with the focus on “redesigning the 

organization and on strengthening (new) core competences”, where “all identity dimensions 

of the organization are to be considered” (Gareis, 2010, p.321). 
A range of researchers believes that DT is similar to organizational transformation 

(Gillingham, 2015, p.97; Wade & Marchant, 2014; Liu et al, 2011, p.1730). Owen (2016) 

describes digital transformation as “implementing a series of changes that impact the 

organization, its business, the workforce, its customers and prospects, competitors and in 

some case a whole industry and its future, creating a transformed state.” 

For a long time digital transformation projects have been considered as purely technical, 

and lacking focus on human side of such projects (Iveroth, 2012; Westerman et al, 2015; 

Kohnke, 2016; Rick, 2016; Oswald et al, 2016; Gaide, 2016). The same idea is described 

by Gillingham (2014), citing Markus (2004), that the implementation of Information 

System (IS) is often treated as an “IT project” (Gillingham (2014 , p.97).  Figure 2 shows a 

standard change process in IT-enabled organizational change. The model shows that IT-

enabled changee is highly technical and does not focus on the human aspect of the project 

(Whyte et al, 2016, p.341) 
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Figure 2. Standard change process in IT-enabled organizational change (Source: Whyte et al. 

2016) 

However, many researchers agree that digitization is not just about technology, hardware or 

software (Early, 2014; Westerman et al, 2015, Iveroth, 2012; Kohnke, 2016; Rick, 2016; 

Oswald G., Kleinemeier M. 2016, p. 89; Bonnet and Nandan 2011), and it's not really an IT 

issue (Gaide 2016). Scholars believe that digitization is interlinked with the organization 

and the way people go about their daily work (Iveroth, 2012), true value can only be 

leveraged if people and processes are aligned (Bonnet & Nandan, 2011, p. 8). Latest studies 

address the problem, trying to draw attention to the necessity of aligning technology and 

processes with people — “in the way employees work and operate, rather than the 

technology per se” (Westerman et al, 2014, p. 135).  It should be planned and actively 

managed, as technology can serve as a catalyst for organizational change if it has clear aims 

and methodology (Gillingham, 2014, p.97). A lack of understanding for the 

interconnectedness between IT and organization brings to failure. 

Earlier during implementation of IT-enabled projects, a lot of attention has been paid to the 

technical side, and the project was considered finished after the software was implemented, 

while little attention is paid to the “wetware” or people side of the projects. Earlier research 

on implementation of EPR systems confirms that high failure rates are common in these 

projects, mainly due to it being treated as “an isolated, tangible and mechanical tool”  

Capgemini Consulting report (2011) discovers that many organizations are investing in 

digitization without trying to drive necessary changes in the operating model, working 

practices, and culture. They underestimate the organizational implications and the people 

dynamic of digitization—the need of aligning people, processes, organizational structures 

and culture (Bonnet & Nandan, 2011, p. 8). 

Gillingham concludes from empirical research that the another challenge of practitioners to 

realize DT can be described as “reducing the human factor” in an agency with introducing 

of an IS (Gillingham 2015 p.97). In some cases, applying new technology requires breaking 

the business model and coming up with an entirely new way of doing business. 
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Organizations must transform how they do business—they can’t just use the same old 

approaches with new software. (Early, 2014, p. 58; Fitzgerald, 2014). 

Even change management, as it is traditionally applied, is outdated, as more organisations 

embrace digital transformation (Ewenstein et al, 2015; Oswald et al, 2016). Moreover, 

digitization process makes “large, disruptive technology-driven transformation programs 

with some traditional organizational change tools and methodologies e.g., linear phase 

models, step-by-step approaches or checklist obsolete” (Owen, 2016; Oswald et al, 2016; 

Whyte et al, 2016).   
 
Ewenstein et al (2015) claims that “an obvious difference to traditional change management 

approaches might be the usage of digital technologies and applications to support the 

change management activities”. While traditional approaches seem “too static and 

deterministic for the tremendous speed of change caused by digitization” (Oswald G., 

Kleinemeier M. 2016, p. 89), the application of new digital tools can make digital change 

more sustainable (Ewenstein et al. 2015). 
 

From a long-term perspective the importance of traditional change management will 

decrease, as organizations advance with their digital maturity (Kohnke, 2016, p. 89). Apart 

from this, digitization has other implications to change management.  It is a step change 

even greater than the invention and adoption of the internet or technology, primarily 

because of its scale and pace of change (EY, 2011, p. 14). In support of this idea, a well-

known 8-step approach to change management proposed by Kotter in 1996 has been 

updated in 2014 for organizations to keep the pace and stay effective in today’s 

environment:  

Table 1. Key differences in Kotter’s approach to leading change today versus 1996 (Source: 

Oswald et al, 2016, “Shaping the digital enterprise”, p.80)     

Digital transformation enable a firm to exploit firm resources, subsequently leading to a 

new business model that enhances the firm’s competitive advantage (Liu et al, p.1729, ). In 

this regard, Digital Business Transformation can be defined as organizational change that 
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integrates digital technologies and business processes in a digital economy (Liu et al, 

p.1729) with the purpose to improve performance and competitiveness (Wade, 2015; 

Whyte et al, 2016;  Fitzgerald et al., 2013; Henderson & Venkatraman, 1993). 

Although the use of digital tools in the enterprise is not a new phenomenon, what has 

changed in recent years is the use of  integrated software and processes  in digital delivery, 

causing the acceleration of the capabilities of these tools, as well as the pace of adoption by 

customers, employees, and organizations alike (Bonnet & Nandan, 2011, p. 4), as it 

“transforms relationship across the associated ecology” of companies (Whyte & Lobbo, 

2016, p.93). 
  
In this concern, providing a seamless, contextually relevant, digital experience requires 

“changing deeply entrenched organizational habits”. Implementing such changes entails a 

long-term commitment to goals consistent with the organization’s vision (Early, 2014, 

p.59). It is therefore important to assign adequate and clear responsibilities for the 

definition and implementation of a digital transformation (Matt, 2015, p.341). 

Another aspect that differentiates digital transformation from other types of organizational 

transformations, such as turnarounds, post-merger integrations or re-organizations is that 

digital transformations are built on a foundation of digital technologies to realize business 

benefits  or “materially improve performance” (Wade & Marchant, 2014, p. 2).  

The digitization of products or services doesn’t only erase many if the barriers for entering 

new markets for small and medium- sized enterprises (SMEs), entrepreneurs, application 

developers, freelancers and even ordinary citizens (Matt et al 2015; McKinsey Global 

Institute 2016, p.74). It can also enable or require different forms of interaction with 

customers, impact increase in sales and productivity, providing new financial channels, 

which can result in changing organisation’s scope (Matt et al 2015 p. 341) or even changing 

and replacing entire business model. 

Furthermore, mobile and social technologies give employees new channels to interact with 

customers, suppliers, and partners (Kohnke as cited by Oswald & Kleinemeier, 2016, p.74), 

which will eventually bring to an everyone-to-everyone (E2E) economy, characterized by 

hyper-connectedness and collaboration of consumers and organizations across the gamut of 

value chain activities: co-design, co-creation, co-production, co-marketing, co-distribution 

and co-funding” (Oswald et al 2016 p.288). 

In summary, digital transformation is close to organizational transformation in its character, 

however, is different in pace and scope. The scope  of digital transformation is much 

broadly designed, as it includes changes to and implications for products, services, and 

business models as a whole, altering and transforming relations with the customers, 

employees and businesses, which leads to E2E economy. Such scope of change requires a 

strong leader who has a strong vision and can build-up digital capabilities beyond mere IT 

and technology. This constitutes a clear difference of digital transformation of organisation 
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to process automation and optimization as part of change initiative, introduced by IT-enable 

changes. 

2.1.3  Impact of digitisation to organizations 

 
The research provided by Westerman et al (2014) on companies implementing digitization, 

show that these companies are 26% more profitable than their industry peers and generate 

9% higher revenue from their physical assets (Westerman et al, 2014, p. 19). Multiple 

researchers agree on the fact that digital transformation is penetrating into all industries 

(Lanzolla & Anderson, 2008; Marshall, 2014; Matt et al 2015; Condea et al; 2016; Oswald 

& Kleinemeier, 2016), but in some are faster than in others (Matt et al, 2015) 
 
Rapidly developing digital technologies, such as EPR, ICT, social media, mobility, 

analytics, cloud computing and others, enable unprecedented levels of connectivity for 

employees within organisation, individual customers and businesses worldwide (Marshall, 

2014; Kenney et al., 2014), changing the ways in which people interact and consume 

content (Lanzolla & Anderson, 2008; Bonnet & Nandan, 2011). 

The advent of new technological developments is in itself a pressure for change, as due to 

changing customers’ demands, it is transforming nearly every aspect of economic activity, 

as can be seen by the current interest in the emerging IoT (Kenney et al, 2014). In this 

concern, organisations are striving to adopt digital technologies, from integrated EPR 

systems to cloud computing and digital platforms, which are believed to dramatically 

improve competitiveness (Bonnet & Nandan, 2011, p.6). A range of researchers believe 

that digital transformation has become imperative for contemporary organizations willing 

to survive and achieve competitive advantage in a digital economy (Liu et al, 2014, p.1739; 

Bharadwaj, 2000; EY, 2014; Bonnet & Nandan, 2015). 
 
Internally, organisations are also looking for benefits, which digitization can involve. Since 

digitization reshapes business operations in many ways, it also has an impact on labour 

organisation (Lobokke, 2015). In order to remain relevant businesses must be capable of 

selling, buying and consuming software services with minimal human interaction. Though 

some researchers believe that these can result in more flexible methods of working or a 

reduction in the number of employees involved in the new process (Hurn, 2012, p.42), the 

report from McKinsey Global Institute (2016) states that in contrast to this understanding 

“data flows and digitization have raised net employment within countries rather than 

reducing it”. They point out that the benefits of digitization does not come from replacing 

workers (McKinsey Global Institute, 2016. p.78), but it has a strong impact on ways of 

working, “accelerating the pace of change that organizations face” (Oswald et al, 2016). 

Cost, time saving and productivity improvement are the main areas of internal operational 

opportunities impacted by digitization (Iveroth, 2012; Bonnet & Nandan, 2011, p.6). 
 
Innovative approaches for applying new technology can have a significant impact on the 

enterprise or institution (Early, 2014, p. 58). Implementing digital technology, such as for 
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example, ERP systems, results in a number of important organisational consequences, 

among which are “database structure, the standardisation of practices, and the vertical and 

horizontal integration that creates accountability and transparency” (Iveroth  2012, p.342). 

However, unlike previous  IT enabled changes, true digital transformation has moved far 

beyond simply digitizing processes, such as using computers and eliminating the use of 

paper. For a typical firm, this changes everything from the way software is developed to the 

way it goes to market (Condea et al, 2016, p. 135).                 

2.2 Project Management and Digital transformation projects 

 

Since digitization is a relatively new field of study, limited researches are available 

specifically on managing Digital Transformation (DT) projects. Majority of studies are 

focused on software development and IT implementation related projects. Although 

technology plays a vital role on DT projects, digital transformation is beyond the 

implementation of technology. It aims to change the way the businesses and organizations 

conduct their operations and would even have impact towards their business models 

(Earley, 2014, p. 58-59). This section focuses on definition of PM and digital 

transformation projects including the PM process, tools, and techniques being utilized that 

can be compared with CM process, tools, and techniques and can consequently help 

formulate the an integrated framework. 

2.2.1 Definition of PM and the shift from technical aspect to human aspect of 
projects 

 
Project Management Institute (PMI) defines a project as a “temporary endeavor that is 

undertaken to create a unique product, service, or result.” Project Management, on the other 

hand is defined as “the application of knowledge, skills, tools, and techniques to project 

activities to meet the project requirements” (Project Management Institute, 2013, pp. 3-5). 
  

From historical perspective, the formal recognition of PM as a discipline and application of 

systematic tools and techniques of complex project only began in the 1950s (Gauthier & 

Ika, 2012, p.8). However, dating back from early civilizations about 4,500 years ago, 

notable projects such as Pyramid of Giza, the Coliseum and The Great Wall of China, have 

utilized some of the PM tools and techniques. With hundreds to thousands of workers for 

many years to build these ancient structures, processes are established to sustain and 

complete per target like for example completing the Pyramid of Giza, before the Pharaoh 

died. The engineers and the architects mainly play the role of project managers who 

carefully thought about the process of planning, execution and up to closing  (Seymour & 

Hussein, 2014, p.223). Thus, traditionally, PM is seen under the engineering and 

architectural lens making it more technical in nature (Garel, 2013, p.666-667) 
  

In order to understand the action conducted in project activities and also the decisions taken 

by the project management team, it is essential to understand the principles behind PM. 
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One of the main foundations of PM is the so-called “iron/golden triangle” composed of 

time, cost, and quality. These are the three constraints that have valuable impact towards 

achieving the project goals and have even been basis of measurement towards success 

(Atkinson, 1999, p.337). 

The British Standard for PM BS 6079-1:2010, elaborates on the key aspects of PM by 

sharing the guiding principles as follows: be driven by needs and benefits; engage 

stakeholders throughout the project; ensure single point accountability throughout the 

project; practice cross-functional working; and allow tailoring of any standard processes 

and methods (British Standard Institute (BSI), 2010, p. 11-13). Chief executive of a project 

agency, Bob Little (2011), on the other hand suggests eight principles towards PM namely: 

define your project; clarify project roles and have a clear project-management structure; 

identify and reduce risks; don’t forget the people; develop a robust project plan; deliver 

what you say you will deliver; dealing with project changes; beware of project changes; 

stop ‘‘project dribble and ensure project closure (Little, 2011, p.37-38). 

From the above listed ideologies, it clear that there is is no specific set of principles that are 

strictly governing the PM as a discipline. PM organizations and PM practitioners have 

developed various sets of guiding principles. Although the PM principles can be generally 

applied to businesses and organizations that intend to adapt to a project-based management 

strategy (Partington, 1996, p. 16), the prioritization and inclusion varies. This leads to 

variation on the actual construction of project management models, which would be 

affected by project parameters such as complexity, duration, market sector, and nature of 

the project (BSI 2010, p. 4). Differences towards PM perspectives in different fields such 

IT field whereby agile thinking is prominent, is evident as compared to other fields such as 

engineering and construction (Bresnen, 2016, p. 328–330). Consequently allowing 

opportunities to create PM models that would cater to differing project parameters.  
  

Undeniably, PM as a modern discipline is still going through the learning process 

especially with the dynamic business and socio-political environment and also fast 

technological advancement. Lehman, V. (2010), in his research on conceptual development 

of PM through time has outlined two main approaches namely traditional school of PM and 

renewal school of PM: 
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Table 2. The traditional school and the renewal school of project management. Source: Lehmann, 

V. (2010, p. 332) 

  Traditional School of PM Renewal School of PM 

Project ●      Unique event  
●      Special order  
●      Constraint time and space 
●      Unlikely results  
●      Dangerous situation 
●      Mecanist organization 
●      Hierarchical structure 
●       One chief with full expertise 
●      Few distinct professions 
●      Moderated interactions  
●      PM in charge 

●      Complex system  
●      New process and object 
●      Experimental Labs 
●       Innovation 
●       Ideas generator  
●      Matrix organization  
●      Integrated PM Team 
●       One manager with role of coach 
●      Multi-competences and experts 
●      Intense interactions  
●      Shared responsibilities 

Project 

Management 
Engineering approaches Focus on 
●      Performance  
●      Control  
●      WBS and CPM as warranty 
●      Cost control approaches  
●      Strict observance asked  
●      Predefined Dashboards  
●      Normative methodologies  
●      Highly structured 

Relational approaches Focus on 
●      Satisfaction  
●      Team management  
●      Stakeholders Management 
●      EVA or VAN approaches 
●      Opened possibilities  
●      Original dashboard  
●      Home agile methodologies 
●      Moderately structured 

Principal actors ●      Project Office and sponsors 
●      Project manager  
●      Project Team  
●      VIP stakeholders 

●      Team members  
●      Each stakeholder 
●      Project manager and sponsor 
●      Steering Committee 

Dominant in 

principles 

communication 

Tool for coordination, For reducing 

disorders, Formal first and require, Good 

Message, Leadership,  PM skills or PM 

panoply, Cooperation 
●      To command  
●      To legitimize  
●      To inform or explain  
●      To motivate  
●      To thank or sanction  
●      To resolve conflicts  
●      To create cohesion  
●      To enhance cooperation 
●      To control 

Base and motor of the project, For value 

creation,  Informal first and welcomed, 

Multi-Exchanges, Strategic 

Conversations, Interactive arena Co-

elaboration 
●      To create the project 
●      To debate  
●      To influence  
●      To make sense 
●      To share  
●      To understand 
●      To negotiate  
●      To delegate  
●      To network 
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The main difference from these two approaches is the change of PM outlook from being 

mechanic to being organic. This is driven by the change of focus of businesses and also 

external factors such as technological advancement, globalization, and increased strong 

customer focus both internal and external customers (Lehman, 2010, p. 332-333). 
  
The shift to the new approach has also been supported on the researches done by Whyte et 

al (2016) whereby they have claimed that new approaches are dominating PM mainly due 

to digitally enabled organizations and rise of emerging industries such as consumer 

electronics, software development and biotechnology which operate in a dynamic 

environment resulting to less predictability of projects (Whyte et al., 2016, p. 339) 

2.2.2 Project Management and Digital Transformation 

 
With the broad definition of a project, it can be mainly classified by the type of product or 

service that is being built as end result. Yim et al, (2014) identified three project major 

classifications namely compliance, operational, and strategic. Compliance projects are often 

called the “must-do” projects whereby it aims to meet mandatory regulatory requirements 

for the business to operate. Operational projects, on the other hand, is not mandatory but 

rather focusing to meet process improvement, quality management, or product redesign. 

Lastly, strategic projects aims to support long term goals of organizations such as 

increasing the company’s revenue or introducing a new technology that revamps the 

company processes and operations (Yim, et al, 2014, p. 864). 
 
Digital transformation (DT) projects are then classified as a strategic project with its aim to 

integrate digital technology into all areas of a business. This results to long term 

fundamental and organizational changes consequently impacting organizational operations 

and how they deliver value and innovative solutions both to employees and to the 

customers (Berman & Marshall, 2014, p. 10; Ćirić & Raković, 2010, p.24) 
 

From PM perspective, strategic project such as DT should be aligned with PM principles 

and practices in order to facilitate smooth implementation of the project. Some of the 

guiding principles are as follows: be driven by needs and benefits; engage stakeholders 

throughout the project; ensure single point accountability throughout the project; practice 

cross-functional working; and allow tailoring of any standard processes and methods (BSI, 

2010, p. 11-13). Chief executive of a project agency, Bob Little (2011), on the other hand 

suggests eight principles namely: define your project; clarify project roles and have a clear 

project-management structure; identify and reduce risks; don’t forget the people; develop a 

robust project plan; deliver what you say you will deliver; dealing with project changes; 

beware of project changes; stop ‘‘project dribble and ensure project closure” (Little, 2011, 

p.37-38). 
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However, it is important to note that as distinct characteristics of DT are speed of 

implementation while multiple changes are taking place and collaboration with multiple 

stakeholders. (Resca, et al,  2013, p.75; Iveroth, 2012, p.345). Given the pressure on time 

and complexity, the application of PM tools and techniques may need not be 

comprehensive. Nevertheless, below are the key project management deliverables that are 

vital and at the minimum to be utilized to facilitate the implementation of DT projects. 

These were identified upon review of studies implementing digitization projects. 

2.2.3 Project Life Cycle and Digital Transformation 

 
Every project generally follow a certain life cycle. PMI (2013) describes project life cycle 

as the “series of phases that a project passes through from its initiation to its closure.” 

Although projects vary in size and complexity, every project has a definite start and definite 

end with specific deliverables or milestones that takes place within the cycle. Nonetheless, 

life cycle serves a basic framework for PM (PMI, 2013, p. 38) (See Figure 3 in the 

Appendix 1).  
 
Throughout the life cycle, the project can be divided into any number of phases, again 

depending on the scope and complexity of the project. From fig. 3, PMI (2013) identified 

four generic phases, which are “(1) starting the project, (2) organizing and preparing, (3) 

carrying out the work, and (4) closing the project” (PMI, 2013, p. 41). 
 

BSI developed a project life cycle model, which shows the relationship of project life cycle 

to project management activities. The model can be very useful to project managers in 

identifying the specific activities to be done on certain phase of the project (BSI, 2010, p. 

21-22).  However, the number and the sequence of the phases on the model have been 

slightly changed. Figure 3 shows that the project life cycle started with “Preparing for a 

project” and followed by “initiating the project.” This is contrary to PMI’s model and 

Westland’s model whereby the cycle starts with the Project Initiation. And the last phase is 

“ Reviewing project outcome” instead of Project Closure.  
 

Additional variables are identified on the BSI (2010) model such as the “gates” which 

serves as the milestones or critical points to which certain activities need to be completed 

prior to moving to the next “gate” (See Fig. 4 in the Appendix 1).  
 

The two models of project life cycle show how PM organizations and PM practitioners 

create variations on the PM models. The identified similarities that unify the three models 

are: (1) each project has a definite start and a definite end; (2) the project life cycle is 

divided into phases that can range from four to six, or in some rare cases can be more than 

ten; and (3) the activities in every phase would vary widely from project to project. 
 
In the case of digital transformation projects, very few studies are able to capture the end to 

end project life cycle as there is a strong focus towards the planning and implementation 

part and the project closure is sometimes disregarded. Figure 5 shows the different phases 
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of an ERP,  a digital transformation project. Some of the very important phases that are 

usually found in other type of projects are redesigning the technology brought by 

continuous testing of software prototypes (Tchokogué et al,  2005, p. 155) (See Fig. 5 in 

Appendix 1) 
 

2.2.4 PM Tools and Techniques in managing Digital Transformation Projects 

 

The PM tools and techniques that facilitate the implementation of digital transformation 

projects are bounded by the principles of five PM process groups that have set of 

interrelated actions and activities performed to create a pre-specified product, service, or 

result (PMI, 2013, p. 47), namely:  

 
(1) Initiating;  
(2) Planning;  
(3) Executing;  
(4) Monitoring and Controlling;  
(5) Closing  
 
It should be clear that these process groups are not project life cycle phases. “As projects 

are separated into distinct phases or subcomponents, such as concept development 

feasibility study, design, prototype, build, or test, etc., all of the Process Groups would 

normally be repeated for each phase” (PMI, 2013, p. 52). 
 
The PM tools and techniques are associated with specific PM Knowledge areas. Originally 

from only 6 knowledge areas, it has now evolved to nine. Below are the summarized tools 

and techniques in accordance to the PM Knowledge area as recommended by PMI (2013).  
 
However, this is an extensive list of tools which have been traditionally used in the PM 

field. Again, given the complex and fast phase nature of DT projects, some may be 

applicable and some may not especially project managers and team members may not have 

time to implement and maintain them throughout the project. 
 
From the PM Knowledge areas, it is also evident that Change Management is still not 

recognized. Given its increasing importance in managing complex projects as digital 

transformation, it allows the opportunity to be included in the PM Knowledge areas. Thus, 

being able to blend CM with the rest of the PM tools and techniques and be integrated 

within the Digital Transformation Project Life Cycle. 
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Table 3: PM Knowledge Areas and Tools & Techniques. Source: Summarized by the authors with 

reference to PMBoK (2013). 

 

PM Knowledge Areas PM Tools & Techniques 

1. Integration Management Project Charter, Milestones 

2. Scope Management Work Breakdown Structure 

3. Time Management Critical Path Summary, Sequencing, Scheduling, 

Gantt Chart, Schedule control 

4. Cost Management Cost Estimating, Earned Value and Actual Value 

5. Quality Management Process Improvement, Quality Assurance, 

Quality Control 

6. Human Resource Management Human Resource Management, Benefits and 

Compensation 

7. Communications Management Top-down oral communication, Bottom-up 

discussion  

8. Risk Management Risk identification, Quantitative and Qualitative 

Risk analysis 

9. Procurement Management Supply chain, Procurement Planning and 

Supplier Control 

 

2.2.5 Key Project Management Deliverables for Digital Transformation 
Projects  

 
Project Scope 
Categorized as one of the nine PM knowledge areas, PMI (2013) defines Project Scope 

Management as “the processes required to ensure that the project includes all the work 

required, and only the work required, to complete the project successfully. Managing the 

project scope is primarily concerned with defining and controlling what is and is not 

included in the project” (PMBoK, 2013, p.105). In DT projects such as ERP, it is 

fundamental to set the expectations and document the specific activities, strategic 

objectives, requirements, and the end product or service that needs to be delivered 

(Tchokogué, et al,  2005, p. 155). Given the dynamic nature of the DT project, frequent 

changes on the scope are likely to occur, thus any type of change needs to be documented 

making sure that the project requirements especially on specific phase of the project 

(Whyte et al, 2016, p.341). This would avoid scope creep or the project requirements not 

properly defined that resulted from additional requirements from the client or stakeholders 

(Janssen, et al, 2015, p.20). 

The scope management plan for DT Project should also include the specific allocation of 

resources whether it is internal or an external human resource. Vendors and external 
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partners such as consulting agencies, software suppliers, digital service provider and other 

service providers need to be integrated on the planning (Motwani, 2005, p.533). And 

finally, the activities during the go-live or actual start of using the digital service and the 

final handover to operations team should be included on the scope plan. 

Project Scheduling  
Scheduling is a process under the PM knowledge areas called Project Time Management. 

Plan Schedule Management is defined by PMI (2013) as “the process of establishing the 

policies, procedures, and documentation for planning, developing, managing, executing, 

and controlling the project schedule” (PMBoK, 2013, p. 141). From identifying the scope 

and defining activities, the activities are then sequenced with the estimated resources and 

duration, consequently developing a schedule model (BSI, 2010, p.46) 

Another distinct characteristic of DT projects which also serve as the core or planning of 

scheduling is the so-called waves or release of sequences. In the project management field, 

this is formally known as Agile Project Management It is focuses on the continuous 

improvement of the digital service, product, or processes through constant gathering and 

understanding of customer needs as software developers (Sohi et al, 2016, p.254;  Bjaalid 

et al 2015, p.279).  

Unlike the traditional waterfall whereby a strict step by step procedure is followed to 

implement the project, agile approach follows cycles that are kept in short waves to 

continuously gather requirements and feedback from the customer of the client (Castillo & 

Salgado, 2015, p. 37-38). Figure 6 shows the differences between Waterfall approach and 

Agile approach. With the nature of project involving creation of software prototype and 

testing it to the users making sure it addresses their needs are addressed.  

 

Figure 3. Waterfall approach vs Agile Approach. Source: Cobb, 2011 as cited by Castillo & 

Salgado, 2015, p. 41      

Project Status 
Status or progress report as commonly used in business is mainly identified under the the 

PM knowledge area called Project Communication Management which is defined by PMI 

(2013) as “the processes that are required to ensure timely and appropriate planning, 
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collection, creation, distribution, storage, retrieval, management, control, monitoring, and 

the ultimate disposition of project information” (PMBoK, 2013, p.287).  
 
Project status is also identified as a key PM deliverable under Project Stakeholder 

Management which is the “the processes required to identify the people, groups, or 

organizations that could impact or be impacted by the project, to analyze stakeholder 

expectations and their impact on the project, and to develop appropriate management 

strategies for effectively engaging stakeholders in project decisions and execution.” 

(PMBoK, 2013, p.391). Communicating to the stakeholders through project status or 

progress reports increases awareness and can be useful towards stakeholder engagement. 

The open communication promotes a common culture lessening the resistance to change 

especially from the employees or end users of the technology (Motwani et. al, 2005). 
 
In addition with project scheduling, the dates to which meetings and discussions with the 

stakeholders as well as the presentations and feedback loops are plotted during the project 

planning 
 
Risk Planning 
Project Risk Management as “processes of conducting risk management planning, 

identification, analysis, response planning, and controlling risk on a project” includes the 

risk planning (PMBoK, 2013, p.309) 

For digital transformation project, Ernst & Young (2016) identified two major risks namely 

digital security from the challenge of safeguarding the data privacy and also avoiding the 

risk of losing datadate being easily; and vendor risk from external supplier that may not be 

able to deliver the expected outcome and value (E&Y, 2016, p. 20-21) 

Mitigation and contingency plans are laid out during project planning while it is monitored 

and controlled during the project implementation. 

Benefits Planning 
Although Project Benefits Management is an emerging field in PM, it is at the moment 

excluded from the PM knowledge areas per latest PMBoK edition (2013). Nevertheless, 

benefits such as increased revenue, customer acquisition and retention, brand loyalty, 

organizational change towards sustainability etc which are the main reason for the 

investment are monitored for realization (Melton et al, 2008). 
 
For digital transformation projects, benefits and value towards company, employees and 

customers are identified from planning stage and monitored during the project 

implementation. 
 
In conclusion, digital transformation projects are recommended to consider the key PM 

deliverables (but not limited to) Project Scope, Project Scheduling, Project Status, Risk 

Planning, and Benefits Planning to facilitate the strategic project implementation. These 

key PM deliverables can also be used to integrate with the change management deliverables 

of digitization projects. Thus, allowing to answer this study’s research questions. 
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2.3 Change Management and Digital Transformation frameworks 

 

Digitization is one of the biggest drivers of organizational change for the past two decades, 

and as has been described (Gillingham, 2015, p.89) , it goes far beyond being mere being a 

technical project. Integrating and exploiting new digital technologies is one of the most 

urgent challenges for companies today (Horlacher & Hess, 2016; Whyte & Lobo, 2016, 

p.93) consider that “implementation of digital projects involves design, coordination, 

project management, and governance”, which requires not only sophisticated management 

of technologies,  stitching together internal systems and processes in complex applications, 

but also thorough and effective development of foundational capabilities and competencies 

in data, information, and knowledge within a team (Early, 2014, p. 60), providing seamless 

communication.   
 
Since digital touches so many parts of an organization, any large digital program requires 

unprecedented coordination of people, processes, and technologies (Desmet et al, 2015). 

Being similar to organizational change, digital transformation may be delivered in three 

stages (Gareis, 2010, p.323), which include:  
- planning the transformation (interrupting the routine, developing a vision 

and a plan, making decisions), 
- implementing transformation, and  
- stabilizing the organization. 

Below figure shows the processes of transformational change.  

 
Figure 4. Processes of the change “Transforming” (Source: Gareis, 2010, p.323) 

 

Matt et al (2015, p.340) suggest a more specific framework for implementing digital 

transformation, which involves common elements for all organizations, independent of the 

industry or firm (Figure 8). These elements can be ascribed to four essential dimensions: 

use of technologies, changes in value creation, structural changes, and financial aspects. 

The purpose of these model is to coordinate complex strategic decisions of the company 

with the digital transformation strategy. At the same time, Matt et al (2015) calls for a 

research, which could provide guidelines for firms to help structure these processes in order 

to achieve shared goal-setting, the alignment of different strategies, and cooperation 

between various people and entities throughout a firm (Matt et al ,2015 p. 342). Such 

conclusion leads to a need for a more integrated framework, which could provide alignment 
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of people, technologies and processes, embracing internal and external character of impact 

on organization, technological advancement, and discussed transformational dimensions. 

 

Figure 5. Digital transformation framework: balancing four transformational dimensions (Source: 

Matt et al., 2015, Digital Transformation Strategies) 

While procedural aspects govern the development, implementation, and evaluation of 

digital transformation strategies, owing to their novel character one first needs to define 

which content aspects digital transformation strategies should consist of.  

Kohnke (2016) proposed a model of organizational change management approach (see Fig. 

9)(See Appendix I) considering the changed requirements to digitization which embraces 

four major areas: aligning leadership, mobilizing the organization, building capabilities, 

ensuring sustainability (Kohnke, 2016, p.96). The model is based on adapted Kotter’s 8 

steps model. Each of these areas contain a range of recommendations for managers engaged 

in the process of digital transformation of the company. 

Similar concepts are presented in the models on managing digital transformation by 

Westerman et al (2015) and Schreckling & Steiger (2016) (see Figure 10 and Figure 11 in 

Appendix 1), who provide different dimensions of digital transformation, which are 

believed to be key to successfully implement digitization of the companies.  

For the purpose of this thesis, it was decided to define key deliverables of digital 

transformation, which would differentiate it as a type of organizational change. Upon 

studying of all the existing frameworks on digital transformation, the summary of them 

were presented in Table 4, where key dimensions were grouped according to their 

similarities, based on the description. Table 4  provides a summary of key dimensions of 

organizational digital transformation based on 4 stage approaches suggested by different 

authors. 

Table 4. Four stages of organizational change management approach in Digitization 
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Matt et al (2015) Kohnke (2016) Westerman et al (2015) Schreckling and Steiger 

(2016) 

  Aligning leadership 
·  create urgency for 

digitization 
· develop a compelling digital 

vision 
·ensure role modelling of top 

management 

Framing the digital 

challenge 
·  build awareness 
·  know your starting 

point 
· craft a vision and align 

top team 

·   leadership and 

strategy 
  

· changes in Value 

Creation 
  

Mobilizing the organization, 
· assess the impacts of 

digitization 
· promote digitization via 

communication 
· build a network of digital 

champions 

Mobilizing the 

organization 
· Earn the right to 

engage 
· Signal your ambitions 

·  business models, 

including offerings 

(products and services) 
·  customer centricity 
  
  

· financial aspects   Focusing investment 
·  translate your vision 

into action 
·build your governance 
·fund the transformation 

·  structure and 

governance 
  

· structural сhanges Building capabilities, 
·   provide digital skills and 

competencies 
·   offer test and learning 

opportunities 
·   leverage existing HR 

practices 

Mobilizing the 

organization 
· set new behavious and 

evolve culture 
  

·   people and skills 
·   culture 
·   processes 
  

use of technologies Ensuring sustainability 
·   adapt the formal 

organization 
·   align KPI and Incentive 

system 
·    monitor the digital 

adoption process 

Sustaining a digital 

transition 
·build foundation skills 
· align incentives and 

rewards 
· measure, monitor and 

iterate 

technology foundation 

From the summary of different frameworks, there were discrete similarities defined, such 

as: 

- Framing the digital process, through alignment of leadership and setting a vision; 

mobilizing organization as a whole, including crafting a vision and aligning top 

management; 
- Mobilizing the organization, in terms of assessing impact of digitization on 

organization as a whole, changed business models and value creation, ensuring customer 

centricity and awareness of competitors in leading digital;  
- Structural changes within a company, which includes building new skills and 

capabilities and evolving new culture with the help of existing CM tools; 
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- Sustaining digital transition through adapting to new conditions, aligning Key 

Performance Indicators (KPI) and Incentive system and ensuring monitor of the digital 

process. 
 
At the same time, two important stages were considered by some authors and omitted by 

others. For the purpose of this research they were considered important steps of 

implementation phase: 

- Focusing investment through building the right governance and translating the 

vision towards adequate funding of DT; and 
- Use of technology, which implies assessing, selecting and adoption of the right 

technology foundation (platform). This stage should be  differentiated from setting the 

vision, as it requires profound technological knowledge as a constituent of DT process. 
 

2.3.1. Key deliverables of digital transformation 

 

As have been described above,  digitization affects the entire organization, and apart from 

technology, a great importance should be attached to coordination of people, technologies 

and processes in the fast changing environment. From the review of frameworks presented 

above there were six main deliverables outlined, which  should become the central part of 

integrated project management and change management framework in order to facilitate 

digital transformation projects.They are: alignment of leadership and strategy, technology 

and governance, financial aspect, mobilizing organization, structural changes and 

sustainability. 
 
Leadership and strategy 

Besides emerging consequences of digitization for the change management methodology, 

the role of the change manager is changing as well. A range of scholars believe that DT 

change managers need not only profound knowledge of digital technologies, as well as 

strong skills in digital strategy development, change management and communication 

(Kohnke, 2016, p. 89; Horlacher & Hess, 2016, p.5133). At the same time, considering 

increased automatisation of the business processes and encouragement of independent 

thinking among employees in the long term, the roles of change management professionals 

will probably be more specialized and focused (e.g., coaching, supervision, dealing with 

resilience), as “the management of change supported by managers, employees or even 

tools” (Kohnke, 2016, p. 89). 
 
Considering extensive scope of digital transformation, which is able to not only disrupt 

status quo of the company, but completely reshape the whole organization, such 

transformation requires a strong leader who has developed an achievable vision (Early, 

2014; Maedche, 2016; Fitzgerald et al, 2013; Westerman et al, 2015; Khan, 2016) about the 

digital experience—regardless of whether it’s for internal or external users (Early, 2014, 

p.59). The digital leader has to focus on driving superior customer experience, exploring 
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new digital business models and constructing digital ecosystems (Maedche, 2016, p.288). 

In order to accomplish this, the digital leader needs to build-up digital capabilities which go 

beyond the traditional IT scope (Desmet et al, 2015, Maedche, 2016), and teams to manage 

digital delivery across organization. By crafting a digital transformative vision, the team 

can align around this, and together build awareness of digital opportunities and threats. The 

organisations digital maturity is also assessed (Westerman et al., 2014).  
  
Technology and Governance 
Technology involves the process of technology selection and checking against existing 

technology foundation. Schreckling & Steiger (2016) stress that digital technologies is the 

main enabler of digitization. The company should have appropriate technological 

infrastructure and corresponding solutions in place that would enable to digitize core 

business processes efficiently or develop, implement, and deploy new business models 

effectively (Schreckling & Steiger, 2016, p.20). Matt et al (2016) also suggest at this point 

to look at a business perspective, since the use of new technologies often implies changes in 

value creation. These concerns the impact on firms’ value chains, and “how far the new 

digital activities deviate from the classical core business” (Matt et al, 2016, p. 340). After 

the vision is set and technology is selected, implementation proceeds in the form of an 

actionable roadmap. Work cross-disciplinary, engage in cross-silo governance structures 

and have the funding of your transformation ready (Khan, 2016). Digital governance is the 

process of steering a company’s digital activities towards the strategic vision, enabling and 

merging of IT leaders with the present business conduct (Westerman, 2014, p. 133-135). 

This requires putting structures and governance mechanisms in place, in order to facilitate 

digital transformation, which involves cross-functional and cross-departmental 

collaboration without any barriers, such as non-hierarchical organization, few silos, high 

organizational permeability (Schreckling & Steiger, 2016, p.20). 
 
Financial Aspect 
Matt et al (2016) consider that companies should confront the need to conduct digital 

transformations and explore their options openly and in advance, in order to create a sense 

of urgency, since “financial aspects are both a driver and a bounding force for the 

transformation” (Matt, et al, p. 342). It is important to find the way to switch investments 

from “fixed to budget cycles” to “top progress” (Schreckling & Steiger, 2016, p.20). 
  
Mobilizing the organization 
Creating the sense of urgency by communication of the plans and why the change is needed 

and engaging the workforce helps to create momentum (Kohnke, 2016, p. 83). In order to 

scale the mobilization efforts and to further promote digitization throughout the 

organization Westerman et al (2014) proposes  to identify those people who are enthusiastic 

and open to digitization and willing to help (Westerman et al. 2014). These people could 

connect the top-down digital transformation with the various business functions and 

departments. This forms part of the change management strategy to mobilize the 

organization.  
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Kohnke (2016) suggests at this point to use change impact analysis and  customer journey 

maps, which help organizations “to better visualize which aspects of their business should 

continue, which of the new technologies should be embraced, and what new business 

models they can create”(Kohnke, 2016, p.84). These sources of communication would 

make the required changes more comprehensible and tangible for the affected employees. 

Structural changes 
Structural changes are often the outcome of using new technologies and imply variations in 

a firm’s organizational setup. Matt et al (2016) argue that firstly it should be assessed 

whether the changes mostly affect products, processes, or skills. Afterwards, there comes a 

decision if the new operations should be integrated in the existing corporate structures or 

separate subsidiary should be created (Matt, et al, 2016, p.341).  

In addition it is also the time for evolving the whole organisation by introducing innovative 

corporate culture; and changing skills, capabilities and competencies. One of the biggest 

barriers in transformational change is employees’ resistance to change (Burns, 2009; 

Kotter, 1995; Beech & Makintosh, 2011). In digital project resistance to change often 

derives from lack of digital capabilities necessary for adapting to new environment. A 

common problem with current staff members within organization is that they may have a 

different, less tech-savvy mindset and lack the required technological capabilities to cope 

with the upcoming changes (Matt et al, 2015, p.342). There is a deep-rooted perception that 

older people will have trouble reframing the old ways of dealing with processes, and older 

managers don’t want to deal with technologic change (Fitzgerald et al, 2013). Since digital 

capabilities are one of the key success factors enabling fast scale up (E&Y, 2011; Bonnet & 

Nangan, 2011; Kohnke, 2016), it is important to manage the digital change in a thorough 

way,  build organizational capabilities, and embed change management skills and 

competencies throughout the organization (Kohnke, 2016, p. 89).  
 
Sustainability 

“Lack of adoption is a serious concern in the context of digital transformation” (Kohnke, 

2016, p.84). Maedche (2016) defines one of the key challenges for digitization is 

overcoming functional silos and working in the ‘unity of effort’ mode (Maedche, 2016, p. 

288). IT implementation may fail if managers do not show leadership-support by 

addressing the emotions of the employees (Iveroth,  2012, p.342). Westerman et al (2016) 

suggest that sustainable transition of DT is achieved through having fundamental skills in 

place, setting up reward structures to develop towards a transformation of the original 

organisational barriers, and keeping the transformation measurable and iterative 

(Westerman, 2014, p. 133-135). In line with this Kohnke (2016, p. 89) considers that 

“monitoring measures should focus on behavior (i.e., using the digital tools) and not just on 

having these tools”. Another aspect is related to the measurement of the general diffusion 

of digitization within an organization, such as for instance, indicators to measure the 

digitization of current business models and processes (Kohnke, 2016, p. 89). 
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To sum up, based on the comparison of existing frameworks and outline of dimensions, and 

implications of digitization, six deliverables of digital transformation were proposed for the 

purpose of this thesis. They are depicted in Figure 12: 
 

 
 
Figure 6. Integrated 6 steps approach for managing Digital Transformation (Source: developed by 

the authors based on the review of literature) 

 

Despite recent research efforts to define the main dimensions and the implications to digital 

transformation, academia still lacks specific guidelines for firms on how to formulate and 

implement digital transformation successfully within an organization (Matt et al, 2016, p. 

345). Digital project managers require a solid framework with holistic integrated approach 

to project management and change management principles and processes for coordination 

and managing both technological and human side of the project during digital project 

delivery or implementation. The aim of the next section in this chapter is to address to the 

studies on the PM and CM integrated frameworks in order to fill the gap in this aspect. 

2.4 Integrated Framework of PM and CM 

 

Current management literature suggests the integration of PM & CM framework towards 

the management and deployment of change initiatives especially with dynamic 

environment. Parker, et. al. (2013) highlights the importance of PM being able to extend its 

scope and application of tools and techniques from traditional PM to Organizational 

Change Management (OCM) which can be translated into but not limited to, company 

politics and power struggles, stakeholder management, hidden agendas, cultural barriers, 

motivation issues, and lack of communication. This integration of PM and CM has been 
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supported by Hornstein, H. (2015) with its focus on the importance of OCM in project 

implementation. 
 

Despite the number of studies made under the umbrella of PM & CM integration, the 

literature remain conceptual and that very limited studies are available to support this. 

Below are the highlights and conclusions of PM & CM integration studies: 

 
Table 5: Researches on Integration of Project management and Change Management. Source: 

developed by the authors from the literature review.  

Author Journal Title Key Points Methodology 
Hornstein, H. 

(2015) 
The integration 

of project 

management 

and 

organizational 

change 

management is 

now a necessity 

● OCM should be integrated into 

PM. 
● Project success factors should 

include OCM. 
● PM's should acquire OCM skills 
● Management of OCM impacts 

project success. 

 

Secondary data with 

reference to PMI & 

Association of 

Project Management 

(APM) 

Parker, D.; 

Charlton, J.; 

Ribeiro, A.; 

Pathak, R. 

(2013) 

Integration of 

project-based 

management 

and change 

management 

● PM field could gain from 

utilizing CM processes in 

implementation of projects. 

● PM processes and techniques 

have been detailed which demonstrate 

the applicability of project-based 

processes for implementation of CM 

initiatives. 

Secondary data - 

with reference to  

PMBoK, PRINCE2 

Lehman, V. 

(2010) 
Connecting 

changes to 

projects using a 

historical 

perspective: 

Towards some 

new canvases 

for researchers 

● Both PM and CM are moving 

from mechanistic to organic structure 

● A relevant guide to manage 

changes as projects requires finding 

theoretical linkages and meaningful 

bridges between PM & CM 

Secondary data - 

Scientific texts and 

handbooks 

Schech-Storz, 

M. (2013) 
Organizational 

change success 

in project 

management: A 

comparative 

analysis of two 

models of 

change 

● Both PM and CM still face high 

failure rate 

● Leveraging change management 

approaches coupled with project 

management techniques yields higher 

project success rates 

 

Quantitative survey 

questionnaire of 150 

PMI members 
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Griffith - 

Cooper, B.; 

& King, K. 
(2007) 

The Partnership 

between Project 

Management 

and 

Organizational 

Change: 

Integrating 

Change 

Management 

with Change 

Leadership 

● Transformational (high-level) 

change: a shift from an old state to a 

transformed state that requires a 

culture shift, a significant change of 

old behaviors, processes, and mindsets; 

thus, PM need to go beyond the 

technical aspect of transformational 

project implementation 

Secondary data – 

PMBoK, Scientific 

texts and handbooks 

Cowan- 

Sahadath, K. 

(2010)  
 

Business 

transformation: 

Leadership, 

integration and 

innovation 

Business transformation projects can be 

effectively managed by leaders using 

integrated CM and PM during the 

change process 

Case study using 

participative 

observation 

approach 

 

Drawback of Existing Frameworks : highly conceptual 

The methodology utilized have  been mainly secondary data with focus on referencing 

PMBoK, APM, PMI, and PRINCE2. The primary data collected during interviews will 

complement the methodology in building an integrated CM and PM framework. Still, given 

the said nature of the research, the drawn conclusions have been conceptual and high level. 

Parker, D. et al (2013) and Hornstein, H. (2015) mainly argued the importance of CM to 

PM whereby it suggests Project Managers to consider the use CM tools and techniques and 

increase the awareness of the impact of organizational change management towards project 

implementation. However, no specific framework was provided and in the end suggested to 

develop a framework for further studies. Schech-Storz, M. (2013) on the other hand, argued 

the importance of PM to CM comparing two change models, one of which have PM 

techniques thus, increasing the probability of change implementation success. But this time 

using a quantitative approach and not just relying on secondary data.  
 
From the search in the management literature by the authors towards the PM and CM 

integration, two have managed to draw a framework. The first is Lehman, V. (2010), who 

also discussed the development of PM and CM, and how their approaches and principles 

especially towards communication during project implementation, have evolved through 

time. He has created a canvas to show the different approaches towards management of 

changes. The mineral approach is closely associated with the technical aspect of projects 

where PM tools and techniques are considered. Whereas the organic approach focuses on 

the human element thus closely associated with CM tools and techniques. Towards the end, 

Lehman suggests the combination of both mineral and organic, thus, naming it mixed 

approach with “focus on adjustments” and “efforts on coherence” (Lehman, V., 2010, p. 

335). (See Figure 13)(Appendix I) 
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The second framework was from Cowan-Sahadath, K. (2010), who studied a specific type 

of initiative named Business Transformation. As what has been established on the earlier 

part of review of literature, digital transformation projects is indeed different to other types 

of projects with its scope, impact, and pace of change process.  It was interesting to note 

though that even if these frameworks have been developed and published in 2010, the more 

recent studies still lacked the development of frameworks. Especially considering Cowan- 

Sahadath, K. (2010) had a more elaborate framework taking into consideration the key 

principles of PM and CM. (See Figure 17, Appendix I) 
 
Nonetheless, these frameworks present integration of PM and CM on a high level 

conceptual basis. Considering the specific nature of change type defined by Digital 

Transformation, there is a need for more specific and distinct framework with integration of 

PM and DTM constituents. However, existing frameworks presented previously by 

researchers, may serve as a basis towards this topic, as they highlight how PM and CM can 

learn from each other and eventually integrate their frameworks to match the highly 

dynamic and complex business environment and sought after projects particularly in the era 

of digitization. 
 
In summary, this chapter of review of literature has been proven that Digital 

Transformation is a specific type of organizational change with its own unique features as 

detailed with its key DT deliverables. It dynamic nature would require a more holistic 

approach and not just focus on the technical aspect of the project but more on the human 

aspect that transforms the organization. The previous research on integrated CM and PM 

frameworks revealed that they are highly conceptual and therefore not comprehensive for 

implementing specific types of organization change, such as digital transformation. The 

identified deliverables  of DT and PM as well as CM principles, can be used as a basis in 

integrating PM and CM to facilitate the implementation of DT Projects. 
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3. RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 

 
The aim of this chapter is to describe understanding and philosophical viewpoints that 

direct the current research and methodological choice in terms of ontology and 

epistemology. With the help of“Research Onion”it can be seen clearly what research 

approach and design is used in order to answer research question and achieve the stated 

research objectives. It should be emphasised that there is no single right methodology, but 

rather there was an attempt to try and tie the research question and chosen methods 

together. Interviews and exploratory study methods were adopted to obtain in-depth 

understanding of the digital transformation as a phenomena, as well as the tools, 

techniques and procedures utilized in real world  for further framework development, as a 

result of the current research. 

3.1 Research Philosophy 

 
The research philosophy implies understanding of the nature of knowledge, which is 

regarded as epistemological viewpoints and the nature of the world, also known as 

ontological viewpoints (Saunders et al., 2007, p. 107). It determines the way in which you 

view the world and the assumptions underpinning the chosen strategy, thus defining the 

choice of methodology for the research. This includes, for example, the methods chosen for 

data collection and analysis. Research philosophy includes philosophical viewpont, 

assumptions and knowledge of the author in terms of ontology, epistemology and axiology 

(Creswell, 2014, p.16) and serves as a guideline for a research. Even though in practice 

there is no clear answer for choosing a particular philosophical domain for a research 

question (Saunders et al., 2007, p. 109), but rather different ways of seeing the world 

(Ritchie & Lewis, 2003, p. 150), it is important to discuss how the research results are 

determined with philosophical viewpoints. 

3.1.1 Ontology 

 

Ontology is a philosophical question defining a nature of the world (Saunders et al., 2009, 

p. 107) and of the social entities (Bryman & Bell, 2011, pp. 32-34). It implies assumptions 

which define the nature of social reality, whether it is objective and subjective (Long et al., 

2000, p.190). Objectivism implies that social phenomena can exist independenty from 

social actors (Saunders et al., 2009, p. 110), while subjectivism, also referred to as 

constructionism (Bryman & Bell, 2011, p. 36), presents a standpoint that social phenomena 

are socially constructed, and a subjective meaning of the reality is formed by each 

individual (Bryman and Bell, 2011, p.21). The ontological viewpoints have an impact on 

the  choice of research methods. 

For the purpose of the present research, the preferred standpoint is subjectivism, since it 

implies that people construct social reality by interacting with each other and withing 

certain environment (Creswell, 2014, p.8). The dimensions of PM, CM, and DT are 
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determined by the social interaction of actors involved. In addition, this research aims to 

understand subjective meanings of phenomena explored based on the individual views of 

the respondents as constituents of the social world and, their ability to comprehend 

digitization phenomena within organization. Even though digitization does involve 

objective element, such as technology and tools for implementing it, it still is a part of 

processes adopted by social actors. Therefore the researchers have to understand the 

differences of the respondents as individuals and as a part of the organization, and the 

related implications. Supporting this choice, the authors believe that, even though 

respondents are involved in similar projects in digital transformation, their perceptions 

about similar issues might be different. For example, while conducting interviews, special 

attention was devoted to gathering information about which role the participant has in the 

project. The current study sticks to the ontological position of subjectivism, since it helps to 

learn better about individual approaches, experiences and opinions of respondents. 

3.1.2 Epistemology 

 

Epistemology relates to the “basis of knowledge” and how this knowledge can be 

transferred to others (Long et al., 2000, p. 190; Ritchie et al., 2014, p. 6). There are mainlyt 

three philosophical standpoints in epistomology, which are positivism, realism and 

interpretivism (Saunders et al., 2012, pp.134) 
 
Positivism is a philosophical viewpoint, which underpins the definition of natural science 

methods and views of reality as external and objective. It is mainly used in natural science 

and helps researchers to develop hypotheses for future testing (Bryman, 2008, p. 30). It is 

usually realized on value free basis. In positivism knowledge is developed by examining 

and observing the objective reality, and as a rule this determines generalization through 

statistical analysis (Saunders et al., 2012, p.134). 

Realism can aslo be used in natural science (Bryman, 2008, p. 31), since it is based on the 

asusmption that all objects exist regardless of what social actors think of it (Saunders et al., 

2009, p.136). It defines reality by using our senses, which implies that objective reality can 

be viewed differently (Saunders et al., 2009, p. 114).   

Finally, interpretivism is an epistemological viewpoint, which argues that reality is socially 

constructed and subjective, and it is important to differentiate the role of humans as “social 

actors” (Saunders et al., 2009, p.137). Besides, there is a common view of interpretivist 

philosophy that the knowledge about the world is too complex (Saunders et al., 2009; 

Rubin & Babbie, 2014, p. 56-57) and cannot be generalized. In other words, researchers 

have to capture the subjective meaning of any social act realized by different social actors 

(Rubin & Babbie, 2014, p.56-57) and “make sense” of the world and things occuring in the 

world (Saunders et al., 2009, p.137, Bryman & Bell, 2011, p. 17). 

In addition to these three philosophical viewpoints, it is also possible to adopt a 

combination of all epistemological stances, resulting in pragmatism (Saunders et al., 2009, 
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p. 109). This stance understands that different positions can complement to each other and 

it's not necessary to chose any specific position and deny all others (Van de Ven &Poole, 

2005, p.1393). 

After reviewing the different epistemological positions, it can be concluded that in this 

research the philosophical stance of the interpretivism is adopted. The reason is that by 

using a qualitative research design, just like in ontological position, a lot of attention is 

placed on the differences between social actors, and how different companies implement 

digital transformation in their organizations. The understanding of the situation, project 

peculiarities, the tools and techniques of respondents that are used or can be used to 

effectively manage digital transformation is gained through the lens of interpretivism. The 

results are subject to the interpretation and value of the researchers as well, even if this is to 

be minimised to whatever extent possible, no research can be entirely objective (Morgan & 

Smircich, 1980, p. 498; Bryman & Bell, 2007, p. 30) since all research is subjectively 

constructed through researchers who can be viewed as agents who perceive and experience 

the knowledge before they interpret it. Moreover, it is not possible to look at the process of 

digital transformation tools and techniques utilized from a strict scientific approach, since 

all of them are context specific, and there is no one-size-fits-all scenario. Therefore an 

interpretivist approach is the most appropriate. This is also in line with the main purpose of 

the study to create an integrated PM & CM framework for specific type of change, which in 

this case is a transformation with focus on digitization. 

3.1.3 Axiology 

 
Axiology deals with the way the values affect the results of the research (Saunders et al., 

2009, p.118). It should be acknowledged that authors’ views play a certain role throughout 

the research process, and thus it is considered to be value bound. 
 
It is important for researchers to be aware of exisiting pre-understandings and 

preconceptions since they serve as starting point in forming the knowledge about certain 

theories, concepts and also organizational structures (Saunders et al., 2009, p. 151), which  

may serve as a bias during the writing and research process. For this reason the best attempt 

is done to avoid them impacting the study. 

It should be mentioned that even though the authors of the thesis come from different 

nationalities, Russia and the Philippines, they are sharing a common background having 

studied social science as a bachelor degree. Both authors have worked more with “people 

side” developing soft skills, rather than hard skills, which also influenced the choice of the 

research topic, having change management as a focus of interest. Beyond that there is a 

common background of studying at three business schools in Edinburgh, Milano and Umea, 

where a lot have been learned about such subject matters as project management, change 

management and organizational transformation. The concepts and information learned have 

influenced the choice of the subject and authors preconception of the subjects even though 

a lot have also been studied for the thesis specifically to broaden horizon and eliminate 
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biased views of these theories. In addition, pre-understanding was influenced by the news, 

life and work experience, relevant to the chosen topic of research. Thus, digitization of 

companies appeared as an emerging trend, since there has been a lot of talks about this 

phenomena on the news, describing it as megatrend similar to “the fourth industrial 

revolution” (Koch et al, 2015). For the purpose of this research, it was attempted to focus 

on the articles used and read during research process and the data collected during the 

interviews, in order to avoid relying on existing preconceptions as much as possible. 

Five companies were interviewed, which have been mostly available through personal 

contacts. However, there was no any specific bias towards any of the companies, since 

none of the authors have ever been employed by these companies or worked in the projects 

of digital transformation. All of the companies are leading experts in their industries or in 

consulting, and overall information about their strategy, products and business models was 

known. The authors also tried to find out more about the products implemented as a result 

of digital transformation before the interviews. In conclusion, the aim was to be as open as 

possible and try to avoid any prior understanding or preconceptions about the company 

impact the questions asked during the interviews or the things written about them. 

3.2 Research Approach 

 

Figure 7. Research Onion. (Source: created by authors inspired by Saunders et al, 2011, p. 138) 

In addition to philosophical stances it is important to define research approach adopted by 

the authors. The literature defines three possible approaches which can be adopted by 

researchers: deductive, inductive and abductive (Bryman & Bell, 2011, p. 11; Saunders et 

al., 2009, p. 143-145). 

Interpretivism

Abductive

Qualitative method

Exploratory

Semi-structured
interviews

Primary
data
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Deductive approach is often used when a theory needs to be tested. It intends to falsify or, 

verify a theory through the means of hypotheses (Saunders et al., 2009, p. 143). It oftern 

starts with hypothesis or general statements in order to find more specific conclusions 

(Ketokivi & Mantere, 2013, p. 71) due to analysis of data collected.  Deriving from natural 

sciences, it is a value free research, since it doesn’t depend on social actors. Besides, it is a 

rather structured approach, which is usually based on the collection of quantitative data, 

and requires a sufficient sample size to support generalization. 

In contrast with deductive approach, induction starts from gathering details to form  

generalizations, as opposite to deduction (Ketokivi & Mantere, 2013, p.). Bryman and Bell 

(2011)  argue that the main purpose of the inductive approach is to produce a theory, and  

get better understanding of the meanings that humans attach to events (Bryman & Bell, 

2011, p.13). Saunders et al (2009, p. 124) confirms that inductive approach produces theory 

on the basis of the collected and analysed data through observation and measures of a social 

phenomenon and the identification of patterns (Saunders et al., 2009, p. 124). This 

approach is based on gathering qualitative data, so it has a rather flexible structure and 

allows changes in research approach while it is still in progress (Long et al., 2000, p. 7). In 

general, the researcher should be able to see and identify similar patterns in the data which 

will enable to make generalizations (Blaikie, 2009, p. 83-84). 

Finally, there is another type of research approach that has elements of boths inductive and 

deductive approaches, and is called abduction (Saunders et al., 2009, p. 147). It is generally 

regarded as  “collecting data to explore a phenomenon, identify themes and explain 

patterns, to generate a new or modify an existing theory which you subsequently test 

through additional data collection” (Saunders et al., 2009, p. 145). It starts with observing 

cases that are often out of the ordinary and attempts to see a pattern in these cases, if this 

case is regarded as true then it answers the questions of the case itself (Alvesson and 

Sköldberg, 2009, p. 5). 

In this research, the aim is to explore the main dimensions of the digital transformation of 

organization and develop an integrated change management and project management 

framework from the existing theories to data gathering and analysis and back towards  a 

new model of integrated PM and CM applicable in the implementation of digital 

transformation projects. The authors do not aim to create a new theory or test any exisiting 

theory, but rather consider extracting the theoretical building blocks and merge them into a 

new framework, thus bridging the gap between literature and practice. Considering the 

exploratory nature of this research (Saunders et al., 2009, p. 170), identifting patterns from 

the review of literature and identifting themes in the empirical research and then link with 

the theoretical framework, the approach is then considered as abduction. Moreover, it is in 

line with  the ontological, epistemological and axiological viewpoints determined for this 

thesis, since it allows to address the subjective nature of CM and PM principles defined by 

different project managers in the digital transformation process. 
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3.3 Research Design  

 

The research design helps a researcher to set up the plan and procedures for the research in 

terms of the data collection and analysis (Creswell, 2009, p.3). The two major research 

designs are quantitative strategy and qualitative startegy  (Bryman & Bell, 2011, p. 27; 

Saunders et al., 2009, p. 151). The choice of ontological and epistemological stances 

mentioned previously affects the research design, as the three have to be coherent with one 

another (Bryman & Bell, 2011, p. 27). Quantitative data is commonly linked with 

numerical data or surveys as a data collection technique (Jones, 2011, p.202), resulting in 

numbers. Quantitative research also intends to test relationships between various sets of 

variables with the use statistical methods such as Regression (Creswell, 2009, p. 4). 

Whereas for qualitative research, it is commonly linked with non-numerical data that is 

collected through procedures such as observations or interviews (Ritchie et al., 2014, p. 31), 

in order to get deeper understanding of behavioral patterns (Creswell, 2009, p. 4). A 

research can also include both qualitative method and quantitaive method which is 

commonly knowns as mixed-method approach (Creswell, 2009, p. 4). 

 
In the current research, there is no numerical data involved, neither it’s  testing statistical 

relationships between variables, so a quantitative research approach cannot answer the 

research question. Considering the purpose of the research and also chosen epistemological 

and ontological assumptions, it is more suitable to chose a qualitative research design, as 

the research purpose is to get insight in individual actors view of digital transformation in 

organization. Besides, the “how” question is best answered through the usage of qualitative 

approach, in-depth and context specific data. 

Moreover, there are three different forms of formulating research purpose: descriptive, 

explanatory or exploratory. Descriptive study is concerned with «delineating a portrait of a 

situation» (Robson, 2002, p. 59, cited in Saunders et al., 2009, p. 134). The purspose of 

explanatory study is to identifyrelationships or interdependencies between variables 

(Saunders et al., 2009, p. 134). Lastly, exploratory study serves to understand «what is 

happening; to seek new insights; to ask questions and to assess phenomena in a new light» 

(Saunders et al., 2009, p. 133). Based on previous understanding of the research design and 

adopted philosophy, exploratory study suits bests to explore how the project management 

and digital transformation can be integrated and facilitate digitization of the company. 

3.4 Research Strategy 

 
Research strategies deals with how the researcher intends to collect data to use for analysis 

in order to answer their research question(s) (Saunders et al., 2009, p. 173). The choice of 

research strategy is determined by availability of resources such as time and knowledge as 

well as the philosophical assumptions adopted by the researchers. The strategies may 

include experiment, survey, case study, action research, grounded theory, ethnography, and 

archival research (Saunders et al., 2009, p. 141).  
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In conducting exploratory study, three major ways can be done. First is the interview with 

the experts; second is the search for literature; and the last is conducting focus group 

discussions (Saunders et al., 2009, p. 140).. In this research, interviews with experts was the 

main method of data collection, since it fits best for answering the research question and is 

aligned with taken philosophical assumptions. The aim was to interview employees from 

various multinational organizations which have been conducting digital transformation, in 

order to discover how project management and change management tools and techniques 

can be integrated and facilitate the process of digitization. 

There are three types of interviews, according to Saunders et al. (2009, p. 347): structured, 

semi-structured, and unstructured interviews. For the purpose of this research, a semi-

structured interview is preferred, since it defines the topic of the interview and directs the 

focus of interviewee, still leaving the questions open-ended. This type of interviews helps 

to identify and clarify the context specific organizational nature and how it is related to the 

research question (Saunders et al., 2009, p. 320). 

Open-ended interviews are also divided into three types: informational conversational, 

general and standard open-ended (Patton, 1980, p. 197). Since the intention was for 

respondents to speak openly and freely, they were offered interview guidelines with general 

topics to let them express their understanding of the questions. The questions were asked 

based on the theories used relevant to the research question. The questions were meant to 

be rather general in order to let respondents come from their own understanding of the main 

concepts and implications. Then there were follow-up questions in case they had left out 

important parts of the digital transformation and project management processes according 

to how a theoretical framework was defined in this thesis. 

3.5. Data Collection 

 

Data that can be collected according to two types: primary data and secondary data 

(Bickman & Rog, 1998, p. 23). Primary data is the data from the first source, collected by 

the researchers with a specific purpose of the study, while secondary data is the data that 

has been gathered for a different study (Blaikie, 2009, p. 161). Even though secondary data 

can save time and money of the researcher, it might not be relevant for a different research 

(Saunders et al., 2009, p. 269-270). 
 
Given the nature of the research question and the purpose of this study, a primary data is 

considered appropriate (Saunders et al., 2012, p.306). Since the aim is to develop a 

framework for facilitating digital transformation with integration of change management 

and project management tools and techniques, there is a need for data that is specific to the 

research questions and context. To the best of knowledge and research of the authors, there 

have not been such a framework developed before, and primary data is required to evaluate 

and develop the knowledge on existing practices of project management and change 

management implementing the projects in digitization. At the same time the research is 
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based on the theoretical proposition from the literature. Thus, the authors are trying to 

bridge a gap between the academia and real practices utilized in implementation of digital 

transformation. A literature search was conducted in order to see what other researchers 

have already written about the subjects studied. Literature search on a specific topic helps 

researchers identify gaps and subjects that should be studied further (Hart, 2001, p. 3), 

while interviews enable an in-depth understanding of experts’ points of view on the 

researched concepts.  

3.6 Time horizons 

 
According to Saunders et al. (2009), a researcher can either conduct a research only at a 

specific time or also called as cross-sectional research or take a longer and extended period 

time or also called as longitudinal research (Saunders et al., 2009, p. 155). Due mainly to 

the time constraints, the research will be mainly cross-sectional, whereby it will focus on 

the digital transformation of an organization at a particular time period.  
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4. PRACTICAL RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 

 
 This chapter reveals how the data was collected. It starts with describing the choice of 

data collection method and gaining access to the sample and then describing interview 

guide. Further it presents the way of conducting interview, chosen methods of 

communication, interview length, and respondents’ background. At the end of the chapter, 

a discussion on how the data is analyzed and ethical norms considered were presented. 

4.1 Data Collection Method 

 
Originally, the researchers intended to conduct a case study given the nature of the research 

question. However, due to approval restrictions from the chosen company and time 

restrictions, the researchers decided to conduct multiple interviews. As defined in the 

research methodology, the researchers have decided to adapt qualitative method following 

an interpretivist point of view. With  the use semi-structured questionnaire, the researchers 

aim to gather data sufficient to answer the research question.  
Given the open-ended questions, the researchers made sure that the follow-up questions to 

clarify on the answers and request for examples remain consistent with the research 

question (Eisenhardt & Graebner, 2007 ). 
 

4.1.1 Sampling 

 
In order to chose the correct population from the research,it was considered to choose from 

candidates, who are currently involved in digital transformation implementation and could 

provide deep insight into different aspects of this topic. It should be also mentioned that the 

process of digital transformation can have different perspective – the one from the point of 

view of the company integrating technological solutions in their business as part of their 

digitization projects, and the other one – from the point of view of a vendor/supplier, 

offering these technological solution customized and adapted to customer’s needs. In this 

concern, in order to see the process of digital transformation from different angles and 

obtain the most comprehensive picture,  we were considering project managers integrating 

digital solutions within their own organization or project managers realizing client based 

service of integrating technology as part of digital transformation. Besides, we were also 

considering team members, design and technology architectures and other parties closely 

involved in the process of digital transformation. Being aware of the fact, that digital 

transformation is a part of overall business strategy, we were also trying to contact senior 

managers, however, they were mostly refusing to participate in the research, saying that it’s 

a very busy period for them, so we didn’t have access to the senior managers who define 

the digital strategy, instead we were working with those managers, who are involved in 

digital transformation process directly. 
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Defining sampling size is an important process when data collection of the entire 

population is impossible or impractical due to budget or time constraints (Saunders et al., 

2009, p.213). According to Creswell (2014), the “selection process for participants can be 

either random or nonrandom (e.g., conveniently selected)” (Creswell, 2014, p.2015).  While 

random-sampling technique is mostly used for statistical analysis and implies that all 

samples within the sample population have the same chance of being asked (Copas & Li, 

1997, p. 55), non-random sampling (or Non- probability sampling) allows to select samples 

based on your subjective judgement (Saunders et al., 2009, p. 233). In the exploratory 

research projects, non-random sampling technique is recommended as the most practical 

one. 

The aim of present research did not involve making any statistical generalizations. Besides, 

Saunders et al (2009) suggests using “purposive sampling” as it allows researchers to use 

their own judgments to select cases that can contribute in the best way to reach the 

objectives and answer the research question (Saunders et al., 2009, p.237), thus non-

random sampling technique was considered as the optimal choice. 

4.1.2 Access 

 
Gaining access to the necessary data is a crucial part of the research, as it may turn out a 

difficult part for researchers. Saunders et al (2009) consider that it may be useful to start a 

research project by utilising the existing contacts, which may help you to access the data, or 

organization you need (Saunders et al, 2009, p. 176). This was initially the purpose of the 

present research, since the authors intended to utilize the strategy of case study, being 

connected to the project manager of Multinational Corporation engaged in digitization 

process. The case study would be an optimal solution to the present research due to the 

nascent character of the theory. As defined by Edmondson & Mcmanus (2007, p.1158) the 

theory in management research falls along continuum into three types: mature, intermediate 

and nascent. Mature theory presents “well-developed constructs and models that have been 

studied over time with increasing precision” (Edmondson & Mcmanus, 2007, p.1158), and 

the results are presented by a variety of scholars. 

Intermediate theory is positioned between mature and nascent, and is defined as 

“provisional explanations of phenomena, often introducing a new construct and proposing 

relationships between it and established constructs” (Edmondson & Mcmanus, 2007, 

p.1158), usually due to appearance of a new constituent underlying the theory. 

Nascent theory “proposes tentative answers to novel questions of how and why, often 

merely suggesting new connections among phenomena” (Edmondson & Mcmanus, 2007, 

p.1158). This fits to the theory of “digital transformation” as being a relatively new term in 

the academia world, and is recommended to be studied through qualitative data collection 

in the particular context with the goal of pattern identification 

Robson (2002:178), as cited by Saunders et al (2009) defines a case study as ‘a strategy for 

doing research which involves an empirical investigation of a particular contemporary 
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phenomenon within its real life context using multiple sources of evidence’, thus it can be 

applied when researchers wish to gain a holistic understanding of the context of the 

research and processes. It is mostly used in exploratory research to generate answers to 

“how?” questions (Saunders et al 2012, p. 145). 

For this reason the case study strategy was initially selected for the present research. A 

formal letter was written and sent to the company through the personal contact in order to 

ensure understanding and establish credibility. However, it may often happen that “even 

when someone is prepared to offer access this may be overruled at a higher level in the 

organization” (Saunders et al, 2012, p.170). Thus, senior managers of a specific company 

were not ready to conduct interviews and talk about the processes running in the company, 

both due to lack of time in the busy end-of-the-year period and not clear outcomes of the 

digital transformation process. This was the reason for us to modify our research and 

objectives, as recommended by Saunders et al (2009, p. 170) in favor of interviews with 

experts from the companies dealing with digital transformation, through existing contacts, 

which would provide collection of primary data. As was discovered during the interview 

with a company realizing digital transformation, they still need to use the service of 

vendors, in terms of technology or strategy setting, which is why the current study involved 

also interviews with managers from vendor companies realizing technology integration or 

strategy development for their customers. this approach provided the view of the 

phenomena from different perspectives.  

Thus the aim was to contact potential interviewees through existing contacts, mostly by 

utilizing internet, e-mail and professional networks such as LinkedIn. It should be noted 

that “cold emails” were mostly unsuccessful and no contact was ever established through 

such method. The most effective result was received by asking personally key people from 

the professional network to introduce the researchers to some professionals, engaged in the 

process of digital transformation. The next step after being introduced to the right person 

was to write an email with the brief introduction of the research project and objectives and 

request to set up the time convenient for the interviewee. 

In case there was no immediate response to the email, the second follow up email was sent, 

which contained the interview guide (See Appendix II) and the suggested time of the 

interview. This was usually followed by a response and setting up of specific time 

convenient for the respondents. 

The last email was sent a day before the interview with the Google Calendar invitation to 

conduct interview on the agreed date and time, which required for the respondent to accept 

or decline. Thus, it was a reminder and an opportunity to make sure that the interviewees 

are still willing to participate. 

The authors also faced the situation where some potential respondents agreed to participate 

in an interview via email, but then, wouldn’t respond on scheduled date and time.  
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4.1.3 Interview guide 

 
As it was discussed earlier, the qualitative research was realized through semi-structured 

interview. For this purpose the interview guide was composed. It comprised nine primary 

questions with five overall themes including definition of digital transformation, the aim of 

the digital project realized, the main components (deliverables) of digital transformation, 

project lifecycle (stages/ phases), key deliverables of the project and project management 

tools utilized (Figure 16 shows the Interview themes and flow). In addition to the nine 

primary questions, the authors also prepared follow-up questions that were asked depending 

on how much the respondent's covered the primary questions in their answer. For example, 

if the respondent was describing digital transformation as a process in their organization, 

they could name several components included, but omit some others, in which case 

followed-up question was determined to get more of specific information. Nevertheless, the 

main aim was to let the respondents speak freely in order to avoid any biases involved in 

their answers. 

 
 
Figure 8: Interview themes and flow in relation with the Research Question 

The interview was divided in parts according to the five steps structure presented by 

Robson (2002, p. 277). It first started with introduction of the researchers, their background 

and agenda for the current research. This was done in order to establish trust and for the 
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respondent to feel comfortable telling about himself/herself. At this stage the researchers 

also asked the respondents for the permission to do audio and video recording, and if they 

wish for the results to be anonymous in the research. The respondents were also reminded 

that they could finish interview process whenever they want. 
 
Then, the first three questions served as warm-up questions, in which it was first asked 

about the background of the respondent, his or her role in the project and the overall aim of 

the project itself. In the main body of the interview researchers included the questions 

concerning the topics connected to research question. 
  
By asking general questions, it was attempted to gain some insights into specific context of 

organization and how digital transformation projects are realized in this context.  The next 

set of questions concerned the project realization in more details. For example, it was asked 

to describe the main phases which the digital transformation project  undergoes (Initiation, 

planning phase, implementation, closing) or what organizational changes are influenced by 

implementation of technology, in order to see what key deliverables among those defined 

by literature review were involved. Initially, the respondents were given the chance to 

mention all of the aspects mentioned in key deliverables. In case, some aspect was not 

referred to, followed-up questions were asked to reveal more details. Still, it was aimed to 

make the speech flow as free as possible and avoid any influence on the participant. The 

question about challenges encountered during the digital transformation project 

implementation was asked in order to clarify the problems existing in such projects and 

identify methods/ tools and techniques used to fix them. 

At the cool-off stage, when the dialogue and rapport were well established, and the 

respondents were feeling comfortable, researchers came directly to the straightforward 

questions. For example, :Are you familiar with project management tools and techniques?” 

If yes, the follow up question was “What are the tools & techniques you have used 

managing digital transformation as a project”. If no, the researcher were naming some of 

the tools to verify if they the respondents had used any of them. 

At the closure session the researchers were thanking the respondents and asking if they 

could share any more contacts of people who can possibly take part in the research, 

according to the “snowball sampling” technique. Snowball sampling can be used to ask 

existing respondents to identify further new respondents (Saunders et al, 2009, p.240). 

Some of the respondents agreed to search for the contacts, the others were saying directly, 

that this was a busy period for companies and thus, no other people would take part in the 

research. Table 6 below summarizes questions and the theories to which they are related. 

Table 6. Summary of  questions and the theories to which they are related. 

  Question Related topic 

1 Could you tell about your company and the digital General information 
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transformation projects that the company is involved with? 

2 What is your position in the company and role in a the 

project? 
General information 

3 What are the key features of the implemented technology 

changes impacted by implemented technology 
General information 

4 What are the changes in organization influenced by 

implemented technology 
Change management, digital 

transformation 

5 Describe the main phases which the DT project undergoes. Project management, change 

management 

6 What are the challenges that you encountered during the 

digital transformation project implementation? 
Project management, change 

management, digital 

transformation 

7 Are you familiar with project management tools and 

techniques? 
·               If yes, what are the tools & techniques you have 

used managing digital transformation as a project 
·               If no, name some of the tools and verify if they 

have used any of these. 

Project management 

8 
  

   Are you familiar with change management tools and 

techniques? 
·       If yes, what are the tools & techniques you have 

used managing digital transformation as a project 
·       If no, name some of the tools and verify if they 

have used any of these. 

Change management 

9 How can you define digital transformation? Digital transformation 

10. Can you name top 3 things that you need to consider in DT 

projects? 
Project management, change 

management, digital 

transformation 

4.1.4 Conducting the interview 

 
There are many different methods, which can be used to conduct interview: face-to-face, 

phone, skype or other media. Since both of the researchers were located in different 

countries – Italy and Sweden, and most of the contacts were based in other countries as 

well, there was no opportunity for face-to-face interview, so a skype conference call was 

considered as optimal choice. Besides, unlike phone, it allowed to use audio and video 

format, which was very helpful for communication. 
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Since Saunders et al argue, that Interviewees are likely to be more relaxed if they know 

they have the possibility of remaining anonymous (Saunders et al., 2009, p. 389), the 

respondents were also asked at the beginning if they want to have this possibility. In this 

concern, the respondents are referred to as R followed by the number in which order they 

were interviewed. Table 7 provides information about conducted interviews: its length, 

location of the respondents, their working title, media used and interview language.   

The language used during interviews was always English. Even though for some of the 

respondents English was not the first language, they were using it confidently, including the 

usage of professional terms, which is why it was not an obstacle in our conversation. 

Table 7. Summary of interviewees 

Respo

ndent 
Job Title Company description Region of 

Operation 
Interview 

Language 
Type of 

meeting 
Duration 

R1 Project 

manager, 

subject matter 

expert, scrum 

master 

Digital Services and 

Consulting Firm 
United 

Kingdom 
English Skype 1:35:00 

R2 Project 

manager 
Digital Services and 

Consulting Firm 
Italy English Skype 0:41:40 

R3 Project 

manager 
Medical Devices, 

Pharmaceutical and 

Consumer Packaged 

Goods Manufacturing 

Company 

Greater 

Europe and 

Middle East 

English Skype 01:08:47 

R4  Digital 

Analyst 
Sports shoes, clothing, 

and accessories 

manufacturing 

company 

World wide English Skype 0:42:39 

R5 Innovation 

analyst and 

software 

designer 

Client Delivery 

Services and 

Consulting Firm 

Germany, 

Spain 
English Skype 0:59:51 

4.2 Recording and Transcribing  

 
The semi-structured interview prepared by the researchers facilitate the free flow ideas 

from the respondent but still making sure it’s aligned in answering the research question. 

Given the fluidity of discussion, recording and transcribing the interview ensures that the 
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data is not lost (Saunders et al, 2009, p. 489). All the interviews were recorded with the 

approval from the respondents and transcribed in order to have transparency in the research 

and also to review the collected data which is very useful in the data analysis (Brod, et al, 

2009, p. 1276).  
 
Recording the interviews can either be through audio or video, each having its advantages 

and disadvantages. For audio, an advantage is that the respondent may not feel visual 

pressure as compared to conducting the interview using video. But this is depending on the 

personality of the interviewee as to which they would be more comfortable towards the data 

gathering. However, audio alone will not be able to capture the respondents’ facial 

expression and gestures which the video interview can capture (Brod, et al, 2009).  The 

facial expression and gestures as nonverbal signals gives more meaning to the verbal 

signals. For example, the expression shows if the respondent is not clear with the query or 

if there is confusion on the face of the respondent allowing the researcher to provide 

clarification or follow-up questions. This is particularly helpful in cases wherein the 

respondent is the comfortable to clarify to ask further question. 
 
In this study, the researchers utilized Skype, a software application to conduct video calls 

and record it. This is very useful since the interviewees are situated from different parts of 

the globe. However, on one of the five interviews, a technical or internet connection issue 

was encountered, thus, conducting the interview through Skype audio call only. 

Nevertheless, the discussion was still audio recorded. 
 
During the Skype call, the researchers took down notes and after the call immediately 

conducted discussion and also recorded the key findings useful for the data analysis. The 

transcription, being a “pivotal aspect of the qualitative inquiry” (Oliver et al, 2005, p. 1273) 

was done by the researchers after all the interviews have been completed and ensured that 

the data gathered is well captured. In addition, the transcribed data being the evidence of 

the actual interview also increases reliability to support the study’s theoretical assumptions 

(Roulston et al, 2003, p. 659). 

4.3 Qualitative Research Analysis Technique  

 
In analysing qualitative data, it is important to know its distinct feature that is being 

compared with quantitative data. Qualitative data refers to “all non-numeric data or data 

that have not been quantified and can be a product of all research strategies” (Saunders, et 

al, 2009, p. 480). 
 
The words, phrases, and sentences expressed by the respondents to answer the questions 

during the interview create meanings. The analysis conducted by the researchers towards 

this study begins from listening to the respondents during the interview and taking down 

note, and followed by transcribing, reading, and then finally coding the recorded interviews 

and observational data (Chowdhury, 2015, p. 1139), The data is then categorized which 

involves developing categories that can be initially been established from the literature 
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review and then subsequently associating the data with these categories (Saunders et al, 

2009, 492).  
 
From the review of the various qualitative analysis, one of the most commonly used and 

what the researchers deemed applicable to this study is the thematic analysis. A theme is 

considered as the main product of the data analysis especially in relation to the research 

question thus provide a practical result from the study (Vaismoradi et al, 2016, p.101). 

Thematic Analysis is defined “a method for identifying, analysing, and reporting patterns 

(themes) within data. (Braun & Clarke, 2006, p.6) 
 
Vaismoradi et al (2016) suggested phases and stages that would facilitate the development 

of themes thus leading to analysis of the gathered qualitative data. Table 8 summarizes of 

thematic analysis stages that the researchers followed towards the analysis of the qualitative 

data. 
 

 
Table 8 : . Phases and stages of theme development in qualitative content and thematic analysis. 

Source: Vaismoradi et al 2016, p. 103 
 
From reading the transcript line by line, labels and codes are identified on repeated 

situations or when respondent explicitly states the relevance. This is followed with 

conceptualization of central themes and the sub themes that allows the creation of patterns 

and relationship between the identified codes (Braun & Clarke, 2006; Vaismoradi et 

al,2016). 

4.4 Ethical Considerations 

 
In the context of a business research, ethics refer to the appropriateness of researchers’ 

behavior in relation to the rights of those involved or affected by the study (Saunders et al., 

2009, p. 183). Diener & Crandall define three areas that all researchers should consider 

during the research process: lack of informed consent, invasion of privacy, and the 

possibility of deception (Diener & Crandall, 1978, p. 19). 
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Informed consent means that researchers should obtain permission of the respondents to the 

collection of the data from them. This promotes a fair decision for the potential respondent 

who is participating in the study (Bryman & Bell, 2015, p. 136). In this research, every 

respondent was aware of the purpose of the research, as prior to the interview they had 

received copy of research proposal together with the interview guideline. The interview 

guideline contained information that interviewees had the opportunity of declining given 

consent or terminating their involvement in the research at any point.  
 
The respect of the privacy was insured by providing full anonymity about the identities of 

interviewees or organizations they represent throughout the whole research. It was 

explained that all gathered data would be used only for the purpose of this research, that is 

why all information was removed. Confidentiality is important, since the respondents are 

more willing to express their views and opinions if they know that the information is going 

to be used in a confidential manner (Cooper et al., 2006, p. 95). 
 
Deception derives from providing misleading information about the study or omitting 

information about the real purpose of the research. In order to minimize deception, the 

authors of this research tried to be open and transparent with the respondents about the 

purpose of the research by providing interview guideline and thesis proposal in advance. In 

addition, it was attempted to utilize proper sources for the research. 

4.5 Validity and Reliability 

 
The most discussed criteria in the literature used for the qualitative study includes validity, 

reliability, transferability, dependability, confirmability, authenticity, transparency and 

coherence (Yin, 2003, p.33; Bryman & Bell, 2011, p.395; Saunders et al., 2012, p.192).   

     
“Validity and reliability are key aspects of all research” (Brink, 1993, p.35). This 

particularly given high attention towards qualitative research since the researcher’s 

subjectivity can have significant influence towards the interpretation of data. Being able to 

address the potential risks from data gathering and processing can increase credibility and 

trustworthiness of the study (Brink, 1993, p.35). 
          
In addition Meyrick (2006) defines validity as the appropriateness of the tools, processes 

and data. Since the study on digital transformation projects still considered as a Nascent 

theory being a relatively new field of study, the qualitative approach remains as the most fit 

and valid methodology (Edmondson & McManus, 2007, p.1165).     
 
To avoid biases and subjectivity towards the study, the researchers conducted peer 

debriefing to help uncover the biases and assumptions. In this case, one of the researchers 

has humanities background, while the other has social science background. Before the 

formal interview, the researchers introduced themselves and also their background to the 

respondent and the re-stated the  purpose of the interview.  
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5. FINDINGS & ANALYSIS 

5.1 Summary of Findings 

In this chapter, the summary of findings for each of the interview questions, as responded 

by the interviewees will be presented. It will begin with the definition DT and the 

description of DT projects that the respondents are involved with, their role, and the 

project’s features, phases, and challenges. It will then be followed by the be description of 

PM and CM principles, tools and techniques applied towards the DT projects. Lastly, 

would be the respondent's’ recommendation on what  they will do differently for future DT 

project implementation. The interview guide can be found in appendix 1. for further details 

of the semi-structured questionnaire.  
 
After the summary of findings, the analysis will be presented which provides the constructs 

of central themes and subthemes while analyzing the findings and establishing relations 

among them.  

5.1.1  Digital Transformation Projects 

Definition & Project Objectives  

The definition of Digital Transformation have been agreed by all the respondent to be more 

than just automation. Although digitization would change the a company process or 

operations from manual to automatic, it goes beyond the application of new technology 

(R1, R2, R3, R4, R5). According to R3, “It is a more comprehensive topic. It’s not just 

introducing a technology.” and to R4 “Automation is just a byproduct.” "It's basically 

elaboration existing technology to create, capture and deliver value" (R5). It involves 

deployment of technology that allows process improvement bringing changes to the 

organization to address the changing needs and demands of the company, employees, and 

customers (R1, R2). 
 
To be more specific on the DT as an organizational change implemented, the respondents 

provided description of the Digital Transformation Projects that they are managing and the 

specific project objectives and digital solutions it brings to the employees, customers, and 

to the company overall. They are summarized on the table #_  
 
In addition, the summary from the table presents the specific project features and objectives 

of the digital transformation project which is mainly driven by the introduction and 

implementation of an integrated software or technology that replaces the traditional system, 

thus improve the business operations and also unify the departments of the company with 

the shared technology (R1, R2, R3, R4). 
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Table 9: Digital Transformation Project Description and Objectives 

 Company Digital Transformation Project Description 
(at least one of the projects they were involved with) 

Specific Project Objectives and Digital Solutions Examples 

R1 Consulting & 

Digital Service 

Company 

Banking transformation project - considered as a huge 

transformation of the banking system of one of their 

clients, which is financial institution in Ireland with 

overall worth of 1 billion euros for the duration of 5 

years. 

- Create a full banking solution;  
- Replace the traditional technology or legacy system with more 

updated and integrated technology and have one system for all the 

different departments 

R2 Consulting & 

Digital Service 

Company 

Transforming the Customer Relationship Management 

(CRM) Program for Italian oil and gas company, which 

serves as their client for the project. 

- Create an updated CRM program to replace excel spreadsheets that 

allows the users to easily make order with the product details and 

prices automatically displayed. 
- Information such as the orders automatically updates the other 

departments such as Procurement and Marketing 

R3 Multinational 

Medical 

Devices, 

Pharmaceutical 

and Consumer 

Packaged 

Goods 

Manufacturer 

Implementation of enterprise-level software solutions 

for human resource management that would transform 

HR processes moving from individual local or country 

level software to one global HR system that would also 

pave way to Enterprise Standard and Productivity 

(ESP) and Global Shared Services. 

- Create unified HR system for all employees across the globe, 

allowing automatic generation of reports such as employee data that 

can help in management’s decision-making process. 
- Automatic submission and tracking of personnel leaves and the rest 

of employee data through the HR software 
 

R4 Multinational 

Sportswear 

Manufacturer 

Modernizing the e-commerce website and transform 

the social and digital interfaces in the stores across  the 

globe and all the communications both internally and 

externally. 

- Bring the brand and the e-commerce part together, allowing easy 

communication between departments 
- Improve marketing and online selling with updated e-commerce 

website and bringing consistent branding and messages to consumers 

R5 Consulting & 

Digital Service 

Company 

Digital transformation of a financial intuition with 

improved payment transactions, e-pay bankng and the 

next Automated Teller Machine (ATM) technology 

- Allow the financial institution’s customers to have easy and instant 

to credit from the bank based on customer income and spending. 
- Leverage on the information about consumer spending habits for 

the bank to refine policies and interest rates. 
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The respondents’ roles and their involvement on the project vary not only based on their 

professional or job role but also the nature of the business of their company. On this study, 

there were 2 business analyst, 2 project managers, and 1 director/subject matter expert. 

Although the job title is the same, the involvement can be different based on the parent 

company’s nature of business. Two perspectives are established: first is Consulting & 

Digital Service Company as the vendor for the DT services (R1, R2, R5); and the second is 

Multinational Manufacturing company as the client for the DT services  (R3, R4). The 

vendor perspective indicates that the DT is being done by an external on behalf of the client. 

The clients for example based on the data gathered are financial institutions and an oil and 

gas company who needed digital experts to conduct the digital transformation (R1, R2, R5). 

Whereas, the client perspective indicates that the DT is  being done internally. Although 

they may employ vendors and digital experts as well, their structure and processes maybe 

different such as the existence of a PMO. 
 
DT Project Phases and Timeline 
Following the project management project life cycle, DT projects also have the same 

standard phases “Initiation, Planning, Development, Deployment, and Closure” (R5). Each 

respondent provided different phases of their transformation project. “In terms of phases this 

is a customized thing. You need to think what is the most logical way for things to happen. 

Think about it very logically and think – what should happen at the first stage” (R1). 
 
All the respondents starts with the initiation phase. For R1, R2, and R5, being a Consulting 

& Digital Services provider or the vendor, their initiation phase goes with getting a client to 

which they can offer digital services solutions and understand the necessary client 

requirements. “You need to get (an) engagement you need to sign agreement.” (R1). From 

the vendor perspective, R5 shares that“Initiation starts with the idea of the client’s 

problems, then we do brainstorming on possible solutions.” This is the similar feedback 

from R2, “First time we meet our account client to understand what are their requirements 

and have an idea of their problems. And then we do brainstorm to propose the best 

solution.”  
 
From the client’s perspective, which in this research are the multinational companies, the 

first phase of digital transformation is mainly done internally to align with the company’s 

overall company’s strategy (R3, R4). “Strategy and Alignment” is how R3’s project team 

named the first phase of the digital transformation. 
 
The second phase generally termed by the respondents as “Planning” and “Designing” (R1, 

R2, R3, R5). This is also when both the vendor and the client are on the same page to think 

and discuss the project objectives and goals. (R1, R3, R5). “During the planning stage, we 

think of of what is the technology that we need (and) how many resources we should use and 

so on” (R5). The design (of technology) is also presented to global (upper management 

team) for approval making sure it’s still aligned with the overall company strategy (R3).  
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The third phase, which is generally termed as “Development” would mean the creation of 

technology or software that would digitally transform the business (R1, R2, R4, R5). This is 

also called “Build and Test” by the R3’s project team. It involves gathering of requirements 

and needs of the customers or end users to capture the information needed to build the 

software (R2, R3). “In much bigger projects, (it) is more complicated process. They call it 

enterprise architecture… someone (solution architects) draw tiny boxes of all the technology 

that they use in the company and they draw how all this technology that they use in the 

company and they draw how all this technology is connected and interact with each other” 

(R1). 
 
In order to make sure the the software is 100% working before officially used, project team 

intensively gather requirements and do several testings of the software to the users, R3 even 

said that they conduct around 100 tests per country since it’s a global project and each 

country may have different set of requirements but still being integrated to a HR unified 

system. This phase runs for about 8 months. R4 said “tons and tons of users testings with 

various layouts of websites, analytic tools, and publishing tools.” 

  
The fourth phase is generally termed as “Deployment” or “Go live” or the actual use of the 

software (R1, R2, R3, R4, R5). This also comes with monitoring for any potential issues. R5 

mentioned that once the software is rolled out into deployment, performance (of software) 

tracking is done. R4 named this monitoring after the “Go Live” as “Hypercare” with special 

attention within the first month of deployment. The same special attention is done by R3’s 

project team to provide one month support to the customer. Trainings are also conducted to 

end users to make sure they are able to navigate accordingly (R1, R2, R3). 
 
The last and final phase is  generally called the “Closure” or the official handover to the 

business operations (R1, R2, R3, R4, R5). Depending on the contract with the vendor, the 

level of ongoing support or maintenance will vary (R1, R2, R5). 
 
The timeline per each phase vary depending on the complexity of the project and the scope 

of digital transformation implementation whether it will be implemented locally or globally 

(R1, R3). For the main project the respondents discussed on this research, R1 shared that the 

project duration is 5 years, R2 shared 6-8 months, R3 shared 2 years for 2 regions, R4 

shared more than a year. 
 

Team structure and size again varies depending on the project scope and size (R1, R2). From 

vendors perspective, they usually manage multiple projects at the same time (R1, R2, R5). 

R1 managed 15 people but then again the number of resources varies as well depending on 

which phase. R5 also shared that there are 10-15 people in the team but working on 2-3 

projects at the same time. Also, R5’s project team is geographically distributed with the 

design and client facing team based in Germany while the software development team based 

in Barcelona.  
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From client perspective, R3 has 4 project members regionally and total of 13 project 

members to manage the global program. This is excluding the external suppliers or vendors 

which makes the whole project team much bigger. They are all full time for the HR software 

implementation program. R5, on the other hand, shared a different structure whereby the 

project members are working part time towards the project with 12 people from different 

departments and different expertise brought together most especially for the brainstorming, 
 

5.1.2  Challenges in Managing Digital Transformation Projects 

 
Human Aspect 
The primary challenge in managing DT Projects is not really the technology but the people, 

most especially the customers or end users (R1, R2, R3, R4, R5).  “The main challenge is to 

align the different stakeholders… because stakeholders have different perspectives or 

different priorities” (R5). “The challenge is the people because it’s normal that people 

don’t like change… some are not yet ready to accept the technology or change"” (R2).  
 
The resistance to change can either come from end users or specific departments of the 

company. In R3’s DT project, the challenge is more on the HR rather than employees since 

the deployment of HR software will pave way to Global HR Services and having global 

hubs which means cutting down HR headcounts per country since HR processes will be 

done in global hubs. With the direct impact to HR team’s job security, resistance is stronger. 
 
Technical Aspect 
In terms of the technical aspect  such as the project management methodology and the 

technology itself, "There are technical challenges like implementing consistent modernizing 

some of the digital IT and ecosystem tools that we use" (R4).  
 
"Then external partners. For example if the client follows traditional software development 

process (waterfall), and we follow agile, there is a clash between to PM processes because 

there are a lot of frictions, because when we have finished development and when we are 

looking into their system to integrate it, they may be not ready to do that, because they are 

far behind the schedule" (R5). 
 
 Internal and External Challenge 
There would also instances whereby the challenge can be combined influenced by the 

human aspect and the technical aspect but the qualifier is either it is internal (within the 

company or project team) or external (customer or outside the project team). 
 
R3 shared the instance whereby different departments of the company needed to work on the 

DT project implementation.  "IT, Payroll, for some reason, it has always been a challenge, 

IT, HR, Payroll they talk different language” (R3). Since they are involved in the pre-work 

and also testings it became a struggle to put together the different functional team. This is 

considered as an internal challenge. 
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In the case of R2, the challenge is mainly on the from external or the customer’s changing 

requirements and also considering their needs and the timeline. In terms of internal challenge is 

the availability of resources or the people. 

5.1.3 Project Management Principles, Tools, & Techniques 

 
All the respondents are well aware of the project objectives and the importance of 

understanding the scope, resources, and time towards the implementation of digital 

transformation. This is evident when they were asked to talk about the project, objectives, 

major timeline, and structure of the team (resources). 
 
Limited Access and Knowledge 
Towards the discussion of PM tools and techniques, the researchers deployed a strategy of 

asking the question first if they are familiar with the PM Tools and techniques. The 

respondents share what they know but they have been candid to say especially R1, R2, and 

R4 that either they are not very familiar with PM tools and techniques and that either the 

project doesn’t have time to implement tools or it’s not visible to them as it’s being owned 

by the upper project management team.  
 
Project Management Office  
From the client’s perspective, R3 and R4 have Project Management Office (PMO) within 

the company that managed the digital transformation. R3 describes their PMO umbrella as 

mainly managing the technical aspect of the project such as the timeline and update since 

DT is huge project and the PMO is also monitoring other projects that is being implemented 

globally. “They are more focused on timeline, not the functional workday. They really just 

manage the timeline. We will tell them we have to exit system test by 15th Sept. Where are we on 

the stage. They track the timeline. But when you ask them how to run a report in Workday, they 

will not be able to know” (R3).  
 
Actual Tools 
Majority of them have responded with the use of Gantt Chart (R1, R2, R3, R5) which is one 

of the most common project management tool either using MS Excel or MS Project. “I use 

Microsoft Project for flow diagram, but my company doesn't have other types of project 

software” (R2). In addition to the well known PM tools, R5 shared the use of Project 

Charter “it outlines only the main objectives of the project, and resource requirements.  
 
Some elaborated on the actual tools they considered to be very important in managing the 

project. When probing was done, whereby the researchers provided a list of common PM 

tools and techniques utilized, it was revealed that the respondents do use the other PM tools 

& techniques only that they have a separate term for it like instead of a project charter, they 

call it contract with the client. (R1, R2,).  
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R1 mentioned about the “Artifacts and meetings.” “The tools and techniques is about how 

you use the right artifacts, which could be anything in terms of reference to a contract 

agreement to a line of code to test materials, and meetings to achieve an objective of DT. 

Whatever gets you to that place is the best. People come up with different perspectives of 

how these things should be done. Things like terms of reference are very important, because 

here you clearly define what you are trying to achieve and which problem you are trying to 

solve. this is some document that says – this what you are going to deliver.” 
 
R2 and R5 also mentioned about the use of Work Breakdown Structure (WBS) 
 
Agile Methodology 
During the development phase which by the term itself means the development of the 

technology or the software that would transformation the business digitally, all the 

respondents have followed the agile approach or at least the principles, although only R1, 

R4, and R5 have strictly coined the term Agile in their process. 
 
R1 shared that all their projects use agile and that he usually takes the role of the scrum 

master. R4 shared “(we) use agile approach and we did  3 sprints, 3 months each, ” while 

R5 shared “We follow the agile methodology. It starts with requirements gathering, and 

then we design the features through scrum process (design sprint), once we finalize the 

features then we send it to Barcelona (Development team)” 
 

5.1.4  Change Management Principles, Tools & Techniques 

 
As was agreed by all respondents, in the process of DT change processes occur not only due 

to adopting technology in the company, but also through the structure of the organization 

and even the business model. Moreover, all respondents admitted that managing people is 

the biggest problem, whether it's stakeholders (R1,R5), vendors (R3,R4), team (R1, R2, R3, 

R5) or employees (end-users) (R1, R2, R3, R4, R5). For instance, R1 mentioned: "You have 

to manage people – final users of the product. They are like kids.”“You get to understand 

your (internal) team dynamics to maximize people's strengths. But it’s not only for team, it’s 

also for vendors, for stakeholders. In this concern,  different tools are deployed in order to 

manage changes and provide smooth transition of organization to digitization. At the same 

time, all representatives of vendor companies (R1, R2, R5) named frequent meetings as the 

most effective tool of communication in order to gather requirements and provide correct 

understanding of the value of the product, but mentioned that their influence to change 

within a client company is minimal and usually is realized through change ambassadors. 

Representatives of client-companies (R3, R4) stressed the importance of transparent 

communication with employees and team members in digital transformation process. 
  
Stakeholder Analysis/Mapping 
Due to different background, role and responsibility in the project, not all respondents were 

familiar completely with change management tools, or associated certain tools with change 
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management. Thus, when asked directly about the tools they would admit using them. 

“Stakeholder analysis” was mentioned by R1 and R5. 
 
R1 elaborated that  “ we usually have a Stakeholder map, but all that I’ve seen so far are all 

terrible, because … they are not proactively maintained”, and concluded with mentioning “ 

engage with people. Keep them informed. If you are managing a team, put someone who will 

own the stakeholder mapping and maintain the deliverables”.  
 
On the other hand, R5 said “we do Stakeholder analysis as well, it’s important to see the 

impact every stakeholder is going to have, especially with digitization projects. We also try to 

get the feedback from our clients. It’s like a survey. Their perception regarding the service, how 

it can be improved and what kind of challenges they see and what kind of pitfalls are.” 
 

Communication 

All respondents marked communication as important tool and process in digital 

transformation. People should be “kept informed” about everything which is happening in 

the company. The tools used to support communication are also changing due to digital 

technologies, which can be tracked in the interviews as well. A1 named dashboard as one of 

the most important tools, as it helps “to keep your stakeholders informed about everything, 

which is going on”, besides it shows progress and status of the project on the timeline. It was 

mentioned that it’s convenient to use tools like Confluence and SharePoint, which allow 

access to the whole team and can “bring all your artifacts together”. R1 shared that “in the 

digital world it becomes more critical.  Confluence was invented for the digital world.” All 

the artifacts, like gathered requirements and changes, stakeholders mappings and others, can 

be shared through this tool.   
  
R3 mentioned about using a separate team for managing change - Change Communication 

Capabilities (CCC). R3 shared that “they have separate session, they help the HR and 

managers to adapt, how to deal with the change, employees and managers once they go 

online”. The role of CCC team is “to sell change” by showing all advantages of it. R4 

mentioned that communication was the biggest challenge in their company towards DT, 

since employees get suspicious when they see that there is a secret core group , but they 

don’t understand it completely.  
  

R5, as a vendor, does not directly participate in change processes within a client company, 

but communication with external stakeholders was named as a challenge and a crucial task, 

especially with top management, who take financial decisions, because they should see the 

real value of the technology they are going to implement and that it’s application will be 

convenient for employees as well. Besides, it was mentioned employees should be 

motivated to work on the digital project and embrace change, and for that communication is 

also important: “Initially you start with telling about the future and showing them value. 

This is the future and you are contributing for value.” 
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Culture 
Respondents named culture as one of the factors to consider in implementation of the 

digitization in multinational companies. R3, who managed a international DT 

implementation provided some examples on how culture influenced the approach and even 

timeline in integration of technological solutions. In Russia, for example, only local servers 

are used for any software, which made the company adjust technological solution to local 

suppliers. Egypt, on the other hand, have would have 4 payroll vendors where most of other 

countries only have one. The DT software aims to integrate the system. Moreover, in some 

countries adoption of technologies goes slower than in others. For example, employees in 

Greece are more ready to start the change than employees in Mexico. 
 
As was mentioned earlier, digitization may involve laying off people as a consequence of 

processes automatization thus not needing further manual labour. But R5 shared that 

because of  Germany’s government policies about lay off people, employees feel more 

protected thus lesser resistance to change. 
 
Change Ambassadors 
This phenomena was observed not only in vendor companies R1, R5, but also in client 

companies R3. Acquiring new skills is a part of a change process, which digital 

transformation also involves. 
  
R3 claimed that having influential change ambassadors is important for behavioral change 

and promotion of a new technology used, since in many cases digitization means cutting 

headcounts and people refuse to cooperate on the project. Change ambassadors serve to 

promote the change initiative in the company. R4, being a client-company as well, said that 

there was no such problem, as on the contrary more staffing with digital skills was needed 

with introduction of digital changes. 
  
Vendor companies, R1, R2, R5 explained that training is a final part, which involves change 

ambassadors, who are getting trained with new skills required for using new technology in 

following business-as-usual processes. R1 mentioned that “The training is the part of the 

package, so we train just two people who “become the ambassadors for the rest of the team. 
 
In addition, R5 says that it is important “to have the skills in the company where they can be 

exploited. It’s the way people perceive. if you design a great user-experience, you don’t need 

to market it at all, the customers will market it themselves. If you have the right skills to be 

open to change”. 

5.1.5  Digital Transformation Project Facilitation 

 
Respondents were asked to reply what they would do differently next time they are  

involved in a digital transformation process, and their replies were distributed to a few 

categories. 
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Better Communication 
As have been mentioned before communication was one of the tools used by all companies 

in order to support digital transformation. R4 commented that “There wasn’t a good plan on 

the communication. I think we could have been better, if we had set out in each sprint the 

delivery of work to the board and also after that to communicate to the rest of the employees 

of [company]”. Keeping transparent and planned communication is evidently a way to 

facilitate integration of digitization in a company. 
 

Keeping Momentum 

As the change starts with creating of urgency, it is important to support it throughout the 

process. A3 mentioned that effectiveness comes from shortening implementation phase and 

moving faster throughout organization, when it comes to multinational companies: “before 

there was a big hype, balloons and parties, now we just go live and then “bye”. it’s been 

going on for years, Some are like «let’s go on with it». Some of the countries are still 

excited, like Greece but it's cause they only use excel spreadsheet. I think it’s keeping the 

momentum.”  
  
Upper Management Support  
Respondents mentioned that digitization is easier to implement if there is upper management 

support. It is common that “older people” don’t want to adjust to new things and learn new 

skills (A1), but if there is upper management support and they are involved, things just get 

easier. The same concerns investment in the technology. R5 mentioned that upper 

management should be explained well the value which the digital transformation would 

create for a company. R5 shared that “the decision is being done by the top managers, C-

level directors, and if CTO is really professional about the technology, how it is useful and 

how it delivers value to the business, not everyone understand it and when it comes to 

investing billions it is a challenge to convince [them]” 
  

Customer Centric  

R5 and R1 agreed that understanding the main customer helps to facilitate digital 

transformation. R1 speaks about building confidence with a customer: “It’s always client 

facing.  As you build confidence with the client, the less involved he gets. You keep them 

informed and the more you do it, the less involved they get. “ 

R5 and R2 warn about sticking to customers real needs. R5 shared that “Consider opinion of 

the people, and listen to your customers, because you think the product may add value to 

your customer, but the customer simply won’t find it useful. Be customer-centric and 

employee-friendly”. R2 adds that project team should “Consider customer’s needs.” 
  

Human Aspect over Technical Aspect  
Most respondents named the challenges lying within both human and technical aspects, 

however more attention should be paid to human side. R1 stressed that a range of problems 

is associated with managing people:  “It’s about people… You get to understand your team 

dynamics to maximize people’s strengths. But it’s not only for team, it’s also for vendors, for 
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stakeholders”. “Sometimes a political game can come at the cost of the project. They try to 

get their agenda. It’s down to personalities and how you manage it.”  Similar idea is 

expressed by R4, claiming that “The choice of people was essential for the project.” 
 
R2 said that “The challenge is the people because it’s normal that people do not like 

change.” And this is supported by R3 by saying “It’s not just introducing a technology. It’s 

the behavioral change part... It’s about the people and the change. 
 
And R5 mentioned that apart from installing technology, it is important to convince the 

employees that it is convenient and brings value to the end users. 

5.2 Thematic Network Analysis       

In this section, the empirical findings presented above were analysed through a thematic 

network analysis. From seventy-eight identified codes, it was reduced to four central themes 

with four to six subthemes each. The central themes are Digital Transformation Key 

Deliverables, Project Management in Digital Transformation Projects, Change Management 

in Digital Transformation Projects, and Facilitating Implementation of Digital 

Transformation Projects.  
 

Below is the summary central themes with associated sub-themes and codes identified 

during the labelling and coding process of the transcribed data. 

 
Table 10. Summary central themes and sub-themes 

Central Themes Sub Themes & Codes 

DTKD: Digital Transformation 

Key Deliverables  
LS: Leadership and Strategy 
TECH: Technology and governance 
FA: Financial Aspect 
MO: Mobilizing Organization 
SC: Structural Change 
SU: Sustainability  

PMDT: Project Management in 

Digital Transformation Projects 
PMSC: Project Scope 
PMSCH: Project Scheduling 
PMSTAT: Project Status 
PMRK: Risk Management 
PMBEN: Benefits Management 

CMDT: Change Management in 

Digital Transformation Projects 
COM: Communication 
SHA: Stakeholder Analysis 
PEO: People/Individual Priorities and Agenda 
CUL: Culture 
CA: Change Ambassadors 
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FIDT: Facilitating Implementation 

of Digital Transformation Projects 
HOL: Holistic Solution 
CC: Customer Centric 
DTS: Digital Tools and Software 
CMP: Competencies 

 

5.2.1. Central Theme: Digital Transformation Key Deliverables 

 

Key deliverables of digital transformation is a central theme, as it embraces the principles 

and processes manifested by digital change and differentiating it from other types of change 

initiatives in organizations. These deliverables are important to capture due to specific 

nature of the research question, aimed to create a framework of integrated change 

management and project management serving to facilitate the implementation of digital 

transformation project. Due to the diversity of roles of interviewees that they take in 

projects, and a relatively small size of a sample, it would be difficult to get an objective 

holistic view of the deliverables, thus they were mainly defined based on the  summary of 

literature about digital transformation. At the same time, the information extracted from the 

interviews allowed to get insight on practical side of these deliverables, as well as the tools 

and techniques used to manage them. 
  
Leadership and Strategy 
This is the first step on the way to digital transformation of a company: setting a compelling 

strategy which can provide competitive advantage of the company. Different researchers 

agree that this should start with choosing the right leader, who would have a compelling 

vision (Early, 2014; Maedche, 2016, Fitzgerald et al, 2013, Westerman et al, 2015; Khan, 

2016), and  focus on reshaping of current customer value propositions and exploring new 

digital business models (Maedche, 2016, p. 288, Khan, 2016, p.9). Besides, the digital leader 

should be able to provide top management  buy-in and alignment to ensure that they 

understand the value of the new technology. The respondents were confirming this, saying 

that not only should top management understand  the value of DT, but also serve as role 

models for the other employees. 
Moreover, many researchers believe that due to digitization even the roles of change 

management professionals will change and become more specialized (e.g., coaching, 

supervision, dealing with resilience), as “the management of change will be supported by 

project managers, employees or even tools” (Kohnke, 2016, p. 89). This is also confirmed 

by the respondents, who are using such tools as SharePoint and Confluence, which «were 

created for a digital world”. Such tools allow the simultaneous access of the whole team and 

all employees in organization, providing necessary information. This tool in itself is already 

integration of project management and change management. 

Technology and governance 
Selecting the right technology is another deliverable which should be included in the 

framework. Being interconnected with the previous step, it requires a good vision of the 
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internal and external changes impacted by technology. Bonnet and Nandan (2011, p.11) 

consider that companies are not well adapted to the digital world since they lack flexibility 

and agility. Respondents from vendor companies also confirm that a clash happens with 

customers using rigid waterfall approach, while a lot of scope creep may happen during the 

testing. Besides, digitization may require cross-functional alignment and active participation 

of the Marketing, Sales and IT teams (Bonnet and Nandan, 2011, p.11). Thus, the 

framework should include effective management practices or digital tools and techniques to 

govern DT (Matt et al, 2015, p.339, Morabito, 2014, p.159). 
  
Financial Aspect 
This deliverable is based on focusing the investment on the values and thinking strategically. 

From the interviews it was clear that the immediate financial benefit of the company is not 

always obvious when the money is spent on technology. Also, some companies may assume 

it's too expensive, without checking how solutions work. When it comes to investing 

billions, it is difficult to convince the managers about the value they are going to get with 

the end of DT, due to change in business model, revenue streams and value creation. Such 

tools as Business model canvas (Osterwald, 2011) may be helpful to demonstrate such 

values. 
  
Mobilizing Organization 
This deliverable is a subsequent step of the framework which is the starting point of the 

change processes occurring due to configuration and integration of technology. At this point 

the companies assess impact of digitization on organization as a whole, changed business 

models and new value creation (Kohnke, 2016, Westerman et al, 2015; Schreckling and 

Steiger, 2016), which influence the change of status quo.  One of the biggest barriers in 

transformational change is employee’s resistance to change (Burns, 2009, Kotter, 1995, 

Beech and Makintosh, 2011). Interviews have shown that this often happens due to 

subsequent headcount reduction or lack of information about the project among employees. 

To deal with such resistance, it is required to provide active involvement of the different 

stakeholders affected by the transformation (Matt, 2015, p.341). IT implementation may fail 

if managers do not show leadership-support by addressing the emotions of the employees 

(Iveroth  2012 p.342). Respondents from client companies mentioned that they have Change 

Communication Capabilities (CCC) teams which serve to facilitate change process and «to 

sell technology», showing its benefits to the employees and to the company. 

Iveroth  (2012 p.343) claims that often in the process of digitization people interpret the new 

IT in different ways and use the IT differently, which causes “the change initiative wander 

off in different directions”. This is another reason for continuous communication in the 

company, as an effective tool of implementing change. Respondents stress the importance of 

communication and even say that it was under planned at the end. So communication as a 

change tool should integrated in the framework and planned. 
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Structural Change 

Structural changes inevitably occur within a company, which includes building new skills 

and capabilities and evolving new culture. Digital transformations are often accompanied by 

changing skill sets that are necessary not only for the transformation itself, but also for 

regular operations thereafter (Matt et al 2015 p. 342). Lack of such skills among employees 

can also be a reason for resistance to embrace digital change. 
Lobo & Whyte (2011, p.94) define project capabilities for digital delivery, in 

implementation, as “specific knowledge and experience required by the firm to deliver 

complex projects digitally” (S. Lobo, J. Whyte p.94). Interviewees confirm the fact that 

setting the right skills is important and helpful for organization as well, since if employees 

understand the value, and the convenience of new ways, the technology will market itself, 

and as a result employees would be more engaged. Vendor companies include in packages 2 

hours training of change ambassadors, who can after transfer these skills to the whole 

organization at business-as-usual basis. 
  
Sustainability 
Sustaining digital transition through adapting to new conditions is another deliverable which 

should be managed within a PM and CM framework. Interviews revealed that digitization is 

a continuous process, which requires constant improvements, so a lot of effort should be 

done in order to align the whole team and sustain digital transition. Westerman et al (2015) 

and Kohnke (2016) suggest adapt the formal organization through aligning KPI and 

Incentive system and monitoring the digital adoption process. Since all the companies 

clients interviewed were still in implementation phase, they did not mention any specific 

tools  or techniques which can be used in order to sustain digitization. However, they also 

mentioned that transition should require keeping the momentum, in order to ensure better 

transition.  
 

5.2.2.  Central Theme: Project Management in Digital Transformation Projects 

From establishing how DT is different from other change initiatives or types of projects with 

its key deliverables, the analysis moves to the next central theme which is PM in DT project. 

Even though the DT project would require a different set of approach and may not apply all 

details of the nine PM Knowledge Areas (PmBok, 2013), the PM principles remain intact: 

be driven by needs and benefits; engage stakeholders throughout the project; ensure single 

point accountability throughout the project; practice cross-functional working; and allow 

tailoring of any standard processes and methods (British Standard Institute, 2010, p. 11-13) 
 
It was evident during the interviews that each respondent has their own process and set of 

methods being applied in their team, thus tailoring the process and methods in order to meet 

the project objectives. It is again, however, important to see how they differ in terms of 

perspective, whether we are looking at the vendor’s side or at the client’s side in 

implementing the DT. The digital transformation can be done internally by the company 

(client) or Also, taking into consideration the complexity of the projects whether it is a small 

scale project or a large scale project. 
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Nevertheless, in terms of managing the project, there are six consistent sub-themes 

identified during the interview. Given the different backgrounds of respondents, not 

everyone is familiar with the project management terminologies but when they were talking 

about the project itself, the phases, and processes, these sub-themes emerged. Borrowing a 

term from of the respondents, a “minimum viable product,” there is also a minimum project 

management process and tools that are adhered to in order to facilitate the implementation of 

DT Projects. 
 
Project Scope 
According to Whyte et al (2016), DT projects change very frequently thus impacting the 

scope. This holds very true according to the respondents. Various changes occur during the 

gathering of requirements and even testings. And as stated by the respondents, these are tons 

and tons of testings having 100 tests within 8 months in order to capture the customer needs. 

The respondents and even DT studies have highlighted the great importance of the contract 

between the client and the vendor since the implementation would typically involve a 

technology vendor which specializes in  creating the software even if the client decides to 

create an internal project team. From the initial contract or in PM is termed as Project 

Charter, all the changes must be documented.  

 
Project Scheduling 
In connection with the constant change brought by various test aiming for continuous 

improvement making sure that the software is ready, the respondents highlighted the 

importance of allocating appropriate resources based on the required activities to meet the 

deadline. One of the respondents shared that if they are nearing the deadline and there are 

still more deliverables expected compared to actual, they pull more resources to meet the 

deadline. Thus, the importance of defining the activities and associating duration and 

estimated resources remains very important (BSI, 2010, p.46; Bjaalid et al, 2015), in 

implementing the DT project. 

And a unique feature of DT project also agreed by all the respondents is the cyclical process 

of gathering requirements to develop the software and then testing the prototype follows an 

agile approach impacting the overall project schedule . 

Project Status 
Communication which is also associated with project awareness and stakeholder 

engagement (Motwani et.al, 2005), is one of the key aspects in managing digital 

transformation which is strongly agreed by all the respondents as it has been repeatedly 

stated during the interviews. It is closely linked with change management since 

communication is one of the tools to lessen the resistance from change. 
 
All respondents validated this with the use of meetings. One of the respondents even shared 

that during the data gathering, they conduct meetings everyday to make sure the needs are 

well gathered. Also, one of the respondents highlighted updating the rest of the company on 

progress instead of keeping the information from the core team as it may build unnecessary 
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tension brought by secrecy and even misunderstandings from the rest of the company. 
 
Benefits Management 
Benefits or also coined as value is a very important aspect in managing DT project. Just like 

other types of projects, DT project is driven by the value it brings to the company (Melton et 

al, 2008). The application and use of benefits or value spring across the various 

stakeholders.  
 

This is consistent with all the respondents. They position DT in a positive way focusing on 

the benefits and value it brings towards the employees, end users, and the company overall. 

It serves an investment for the company and also to address the changing needs of the 

employees and customers.  
 
Risk Management 
Finally, one of the minimum requirements in managing a DT project is the recognition of 

risks through risks analysis and management. Although only two respondents mentioned the 

high importance. It value remains significant in cases whereby the plans does not go as 

expected, there is a mitigation plan to keep the DT project implementation on track. 

5.2.3.  Central Theme: Change Management in Digital Transformation Projects 

 
Since it was defined in the literature review that digital transformation is similar to the 

organizational transformation (Gillingham, 2015 p.97; Wade and Marchant, 2014; Liu et 

al,), which is a type of change initiative, it is essential to consider the main principles of 

change management and how they are introduced in the implementation of digitization 

projects. Managing these aspects of change management with appropriate tools and 

techniques and embedding them into framework would help to facilitate digital 

transformation. 
  
Communication 
Communication is an important part of change processes. Burnes (2009, p.73) says that 

“effective communication systems, coupled with the need to obtain the willing cooperation 

of employees, are central to many modern approaches to change management”. There are 

different ways to realize communication in the organization. It can be both formal and 

informal, oral and written, and as key organizational activity, it serves the purpose of 

“transmission, analysis and discussion of information” (Burnes, 2009, p. 393). Interviews 

revealed that communication plays an important role in implementing digital change. 

Respondents admitted that companies use different forms of communication between 

different stakeholders – upper management, team members, employees and customers. For 

example, meetings, as a form of communication, is one of the most utilized artifact in the 

requirements gatherings process. Digital tools such as dashboard and confluence serve to 

provide simultaneous access and instant communication of the information between team 

members. Other forms of communication in change management include gatherings, 

surveys of customers –end-users to get a feedback and CCC teams. 
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Stakeholder Analysis 
This is a tool that is frequently used by change management professionals, which serves to 

see the level of impact and interest that change may bring about on different stakeholders 

involved in the process of change. Vendors companies help their clients to do stakeholder 

analysis as it is important to see and assess the impact of the technology on organization 

internally and externally. Kenney et al (2014) considers that digitization in itself is a 

pressure for change, as due to changing customer's demands it is transforming nearly every 

aspect of economic activity, it may change even the whole industry. In this concern, 

assessment of the position of the company and main digital competitors is also considered. 
  
People/Individual Priorities and Agenda 
All respondents confirmed that the most difficult part of transformational change is 

managing people. Vendor companies find it difficult to manage customers expectations and 

their own teams, while client companies want to make sure they have the control over 

employees and enough influence to engage them into change process. The reason of such 

challenges is that all people have their own agenda and priorities, which should be realized 

and managed. Vendors admit customer-centricity and the necessity to avoid scope creep and 

gold-plating, while client companies try to create a sense of urgency and explain the value 

and convenience of changes. 
  
Culture 
Even though digitization erases the borders and creates unprecedented levels of connectivity 

for employees within organisation, individual customers and businesses worldwide 

(Marshall, 2014; Kenney et al., 2014), it still can stumble over cultural barriers, when it 

comes to tapping different markets within the same company. Interviews showed that 

multinational companies have to adjust the technology to local markets depending on the 

legal and political systems. Since adoption of new technology can be troublesome, it is good 

to implement it subsequently in different offices and consider the timeline which can be 

changed due to cultural differences. 
  
Change Ambassadors 

Acquiring of new skills is an important part of change management process, since it helps 

employees to transfer and adapt to new environment. Trainings and seminars are effective 

tools which should be  realized upon completion of digitization. However vendor companies 

admit, that training of all end-users is not feasible and should not be a part of the project, in 

this concern they work with assigned change ambassadors, who can then transfer the 

knowledge to the rest of the team.  

5.2.4.  Central Theme: Facilitating Implementation of Digital Transformation 
Projects 

 

Finally, the last central theme in this section of findings is about providing ways to facilitate 

smooth implementation which in turn addresses the challenges in DT Project. Again, this is 
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in light with gathered data from the interviews which is also aligned with concepts and 

theories in DT. 
 
Customer Centric 
With the increased focus on the both internal and external customers, the projects being 

implemented in today’s businesses, has shifted the outlook from being mechanic to being 

organic (Lehman, 2010, p.332). DT projects is definitely not an exception, it has been 

consistent to all the respondents the importance on focusing on customer needs, regardless if 

it’s from vendor’s perspective or client’s perspective. This is evident in the development 

phase whereby the process of gathering and testing of prototypes are done. Several testings 

are made to guarantee that customers needs and requirements are well captured prior to 

deployment. 
 

Holistic Approach 
Despite the shift of focus to customers, there still needs to retain the balance between the 

technical aspect and human aspect in managing DT project. The hard aspects being the 

scope, time, and resources. The customer may have the neverending needs but this is 

delimited by the agreed scope together with time and resources. It is important that the 

agreement is properly documented through the project charter or client contract including 

any change requests; and that they are properly communicated to the rest of the 

stakeholders. This balances the hard aspect or PM and soft aspect of CM of the project 

bringing a holistic approach.  
 
Digital Tools and Software 
Following the holistic approach, comes the question on the ways to which they can be 

integrated. Since the research is already focusing digital transformation, what best way to 

transform the implementation of PM tools & techniques and CM tools & techniques is the 

use of an integrated software that can serve as a smart tool to implement the DT projects. 

The adoption of digital tools and technologies may alter the internal and external processes 

and functions Bonnet & Nandan, 2015). But in the end brings value to the project team 

making DT implementation easier. 
 
Competencies 
According to Whyte and Lobbo (2016), a certain set of project capabilities are needed in 

order to manage DT projects. It includes broad skills in using information and 

communication of technologies. When respondents were asked if they provide training to 

employees, they made it clear that the trainings are conducted towards the deployment and it 

is for the end users and not the project team members. The people taken for the project are 

the ones that are ready to implement the digital transformation. This is why it also evident 

from the respondents that the project involves sourcing digital service consultancy with 

expertise and competencies towards digital software development and DT implementation. 
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6. DISCUSSION OF FINDINGS 

Following the analysis of the empirical data gathered, the researchers developed a 

framework towards managing the implementation of Digital Transformation Projects. This 

aims to contribute with knowledge to the research question: How can Project Management 

and Change Management integrated and Facilitate the Implementation of Digital 

Transformation Projects? The chapter will begin with the presentation of the developed 

framework and the description of each of the components and where it has been derived 

particularly inspired by the previous chapter of thorough analysis of the coded interviews. 

This is then followed by the explanation on how the framework can be utilized with highlight 

on integration of PM and CM towards achieving the DT deliverables. Lastly, will be the 

concluding part of the chapter and discussion on how the framework with integrated PM 

and CM facilitate the DT Projects implementation. 

6.1 Integrated Framework of PM & CM towards Digital Transformation 
Implementation  

The resulted framework (Fig. 17) is represented  by a cyclic figure with four domains 

embedded in it – key deliverables of DT, project management principles and processes, 

change management implications and project phases. 
 

 
Figure 9. Integrated PM & CM Wheel towards Digital Transformation Implementation 
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This framework serves to integrate change management and project management and 

facilitate digital transformation process during  implementation phase of the project. It is 

designed like a two layer wheel to allow the adjusting of the PM and CM tools since digital 

transformation projects are highly customized. Nevertheless, the specific PM or CM 

principle, tools, and techniques are positioned in the suggested area of the wheel and of the 

project phase. 

 

Below is the summary of what can be found on the framework. In terms of how to use the 

framework, the succedding sub-chapter can help address ut, 

 
In the centre of the figure in the red dot is Digital Transformation, as the main focus of the 

project. It is encircled by six key DT deliverables 
 
Digital Transformation Deliverables: leadership and strategy, technology and governance, 

financial aspect, mobilizing organization, structural changes, sustainability. The origin and 

meaning of this deliverables is explained in Findings and Analysis chapter. 
 
The outer circle represents integration of project management and change management 

objectives which are deployed in order to reach mentioned deliverables. They are grouped 

according to the phases in which they are being implemented. 
 
Project management deliverables on the left blue side: Project scope, Project Scheduling, 

Project Status, Benefits Planning and Risk Planning. 
 
Change management deliverables on the right green side: Stakeholder Analysis, People, 

Culture, Communication, Change Ambassadors. 
 
Each of the pieces of the pie chart are assigned to a certain smaller phase. In total, there are 

5 Digital Transformation Phases: Initiation, Planning and Design,  Development and 

Testing, Deployment, Closure.  

 

The other big phases are: Front-end phase, which precedes the project itself and is defined at 

the top-management level; and Business-as-usual Phase, which follows after the completion 

of the digital transformation project. 
 

6.2 Integration of Project Management and Change Management  

 

The framework represents the wheel with the main phases and integrated project 

management and change management tools and techniques defined. Thus, it can serve as a 

guideline for firms on how to integrate project management and change management tools 
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in order to formulate and implement digital transformation successfully within an 

organization. Implementation part is subdivided into 5 main phases. 
 
Initiation phase 
This is the beginning phase of the DT project, followed by a Front-end stage, where the top 

management sets conceptual understanding of the project portfolio. The first step in starting 

the project is to set a certain vision on digital changes  and ensure that the top team 

understands the potential impact of digital technologies on business model and change of 

strategy in general. The digital leader should develop achievable, customer-centric vision, 

challenge existing business model and build-up digital capabilities which go “beyond the 

traditional IT scope” (Desmet et al, 2015, Maedche, 2016) , and teams to manage digital 

delivery across organization. 
 
Project management tools include project scoping, meetings, and choice of the right 

platform for managing the team. As the digital technologies change the project management 

and change management tools as well, one of the latest tools suggested to use could be 

Confluence.  
 
Planning and Design 
The next step comprises such important activities as selection of technology and aligning the 

governance of the company. It is differentiated from setting the vision, as it requires 

profound technological knowledge as a constituent of DT process. This phase includes 

connecting with vendors and suppliers and if necessary consultancy companies, which can 

also provide professional insight to the strategic decisions of digital transformation and its 

impact on the company internally and externally. Since companies lack flexibility and 

agility, this may include adjusting to the changing environment by utilizing agile approach 

instead of waterfall, and aligning with vendors. Since digital transformation rolls over all 

departments in organization, it requires cross functional approach and active participation of 

different teams, depending on the character of digital changes, such as, for example, IT, 

Marketing and Sales, or IT and HR team. 
The tools suggested for managing these phase include Project Status/ Dashboard, Project 

Scheduling (Gantt Chart, Ms Project). 

 

Development and testing 
This phase is interlinked with the previous stage, as during the development process a lot of 

scope creep may come up, and requirements may change as well. These changes have also 

impact on financial aspects. In this concern, it is important to have a solid understanding of 

the real value that the digital change is going to bring in the company and keep it in focus of 

investment. In managing these issues, such tools and techniques as benefits planning, risk 

planning (RAID) can be helpful.  
 
The next section comes in focus, when testing occurs. In the development of technology, as 

lot of tests should be done before deployment, in order to see and assess the intended and the 

real effects. The deliverable during this step includes mobilizing organization,  in terms of 
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assessing impact of digitization on organization as a whole, changed business models and 

value creation, ensuring customer centricity and awareness of competitors in leading digital. 

Stakeholder mapping and analysis is a project management tools that should be deployed at 

this stage. 
 
Deployment 
This is the start of the actual changes happening in the company, due to technology 

deployment and business transformation, which is why the change management tools and 

techniques should come in focus to help to overcome the consequences. This step includes 

evolving a new culture with existing change management tools, restructuring organization, 

due to headcount reduction or, on the contrary, providing appropriate staffing. This is the 

stage which should include building new skills and capabilities, necessary to manage new 

technology. 
 
Closure 
The final phase of the project is also the final phase of the transformational change, which is 

aimed to ensure sustainability of digital transformation before handing it over to BAU. As 

this research confirmed, digitization is a continuous process, which requires constant 

improvements, so a lot of effort should be done in order to align the whole team and sustain 

digital transition. This is supported by change management tools and techniques such as 

clear and continuous communication and promotion of digital change. Besides, Change 

Ambassadors may be assigned in order to help personnel to build new skills and capabilities 

and keep up with their work. the other forms of maintaining staff motivation could be 

aligning KPI and Incentive system and ensuring monitor of the digital process. 
 
Finally, it should be mentioned, that the integrated framework is not a solid solution, it just 

serves as the starting point on a transformation journey and allows flexibility of the order in 

which key deliverables, CM and PM principles and processes are presented between stages.  

With the understanding of what digitization means and the main concepts embedded in this 

framework, it becomes possible to create a prioritised action plan  or a guideline for 

practitioners to ensure success and longevity in the digital world through integrated project 

management and change management approach.  
 

6.3 Digital Transformation Project Implementation with Integrated Project 
Management and Change Management 

 
This section focuses on facilitating the implementation of DT Projects through  integrated 

PM and CM framework and at the same time concludes the discussion of findings. Looking 

at the model, the components have been filled by sub-themes from the first three central 

themes identified during analysis but without the sub-themes from the last central theme 

(Facilitating Implementation of Digital Transformation Projects). Although the sub-themes 

namely Holistic Solution, Customer Centric, Digital Tools and Software, and Competencies, 

do not appear as labels, the design and structure of the framework embody the principles 
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behind the sub-themes. 
 
First, the integrated PM and CM in the framework suggests the holistic approach in 

managing the DT project. The PM principles, processes and tools & techniques blends well 

with the CM principles, processes, tools & techniques such as the “Project Status” and 

“Communication” both aiming to update the project stakeholders. Since PM methodologies 

is very focused on the technical as aspect such as defining the scope, timeline planning, and 

monitoring the risks, the CM methodologies complements it by addressing the softer issues 

of the project such as human and organizational change implications (Parker et al, 2013, p. 

541-542; Turner, 2009). The PM and CM processes and techniques being integrated 

together are positioned in the wheel where it is recommended to be applied at the certain 

stage of the DT project. The balance is very important  because although there is a shift 

towards the human aspect in implementing projects, scope, time, and cost needs to be well 

monitored. In the end, the project is still an investment, thus monitoring the value earned 

which can be translated to financial aspect of the DT project as key deliverable. 
 
The cyclical structure of the framework allows flexibility being able to adjust it at different 

phases of the project as deemed necessary by the project team. This is addressing the 

dynamic nature of DT projects and being more complex, thus new practices most especially 

providing a holistic approach to manage them (Whyte, 2016, p. 340).  
 
Second, the red dot in the middle being the digital transformation signifies the subtheme 

Customer Centric. Again, as highlighted by the respondents, the DT project has a very high 

regards towards addressing the customer's’ needs and requirements thus reflected in the 

constant data gathering and testings during the development phase. Organizations of today’s 

era of digitization deploy complex customer-facing applications where internal and external 

systems and process are brought together especially with the explosion of information 

technology and the coming of Internet of Things (Early, 2014, p. 60) But at the heart of all 

these changes are towards adapting to fast changing needs and preference both employees 

and customers. The creative and innovative wheel do not only enables flexibility towards 

utilization of PM and CM tools and processes but also revolves towards achieving DT 

deliverables. And right in the middle of the deliverables is the DT transformation which 

aims to bring value to the customers (Berman & Marshall, 2014, p.14) Having a customer 

centric mindset prepares the project team towards creating a positive customer experience 

which facilitates the smooth implementation of the DT project and avoiding resistance, this 

in turn . And again, this is enabled with the balance between the application of both CM and 

PM processes from understanding the stakeholders requirements and needs to formally 

document and agreed to plan and align with the DT project scope, time, and resources.  
 
Third, as stated in the analysis, when developing and delivering a digital service that aim to 

transform an organization, what type of tool can best support the delivery? Also an 

integrated and smart tool to support the transformation. Instead of managing different 

separate tools, project team should just have one smart digital tool with both PM and CM 

tools featured in it. Depending on the scale or size of the project, the project team can 
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customize which of the PM and CM features they can use. Since it’s a digital tool, it is also 

easily shared to the rest of the stakeholders. In order to address approver rights and some 

confidentialities as necessary, additional capabilities can be added as feature to allow only 

certain view depending on the assigned role in the project and with control or power to 

change or approve some of the aspects DT project. 
 
Lastly, with the shift of technical to human focus in managing projects, PM and CM can be 

integrated by practitioners working together in projects. PMO should also assign an owner 

or create a team depending on the size and scale of the project to manage the change. PMO 

and the Project managers in the era of digitization, should be able to extend their capabilities 

and add change management  as part of their core competencies in delivering DT project 

(Hornstein, 2015). 
 
To summarize, here are four creative ways to integrate PM and CM to help facilitate the 

implementation of DT Project 
● Blending PM and CM principles, processes, tools & techniques into a holistic 

approach to achieve the DT Project deliverables, thus balancing the technical and 

human aspect of the project. 
● From the vast PM and CM methodologies techniques, put together and utilize 

the ones that mainly promote customer centric approach or creating value towards 

end users of the software such as the Agile Methodology. 
● A smart tool or software that automatically captures both the PM and CM 

tools, this may include gantt chart, scheduling, view of the project scope that can be 

easily shared online to the rest of the stakeholders. 
● The PMO’s creation of a CM owner or change ambassador or  specific team 

to manage the organizational changes brought by DT. 
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7. CONCLUSIONS 

This chapter starts with making conclusions about the research and discussion of practical 

and theoretical contributions. It also provides suggestions for future research and 

discussion of limitations. 

7.1 Summary of Study 

 
The purpose of this research was to explore a contemporary concept in the business world 

which is digital transformation how it is different from other types of projects or change 

initiatives. And with the shift of focus in managing projects from technical aspect to human 

aspect, this research also aimed to explore both project management and change 

management in today’s setting, which can serve as a baseline for future studies. 

Consequently, this leads to answering the research question: 
 

How can project management and change management be integrated and facilitate the 

implementation of digital transformation projects? 

From the review of literature, it was evident that digital transformation is a type of 

organizational change that does not only target the introduction of new technology but 

transforming how business and organizations operate. This is in response to a more dynamic 

and technology driven business environment such as the coming of “Internet of things,” 

“cloud,” and “big data.” It involves the following key deliverables: leadership and strategy, 

technology and governance, financial aspects, structural changes and sustaining DT.  In 

terms of DT implementation, human aspect more than the technical aspect was found as a 

challenge thus the search for Integrated PM and CM framework have been suggested. 

However, there remains a gap in the literature with the frameworks being too broad and 

conceptual; and very limited actual studies on implementation of  digital transformation with 

integrated PM and CM. 

Using a qualitative approach, the researchers conducted semi-structured interviews with five 

different companies currently implementing DT project. The interviewees included project 

managers, and business analyst/consultant who managed or directly participated in the DT 

implementation. The findings revealed that the DT process can be viewed from two major 

perspectives: externally, from the point of view of the vendors which are the consulting 

companies providing digital services and technological solutions; and internally, from the 

point of view of the client which is the parent company that aimed to digitally transform 

their organization.  

Through thematic analysis, total of seventy eight codes were identified during the line by 

line labelling or coding of the transcribed interviews. It was then reduced to four central 

themes namely “Digital Transformation Key Deliverables,” “Project Management in 

Digital Transformation Projects,” “Change Management in Digital Transformation 

Projects,” and “Facilitating Implementation of Digital Transformation Projects,” with four 

to six subthemes each. Consistent from what has been identified in the literature, the DT 
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deliverables were the same as in the findings. The PM and CM principles for DT projects 

were also consistent and applied in the implementation. However, in terms of processes, 

tools & techniques, there were variations in utilization depending on which perspective 

either vendor or client, the scale and size of the DT project, and the project team’s 

knowledge on PM & CM tools and which they deemed useful. Although not all the PM 

processes, tools & techniques were utilized the minimum needed to facilitate the DT project 

implementation were Project Scope, Project Scheduling, Project Status, Risk Management, 

Benefits Management. As for CM, it includes Communication, Stakeholder Analysis, 

People/Individual Priorities and Agenda, Culture, and Change Ambassadors.  

These identified subthemes during the analysis from DT Deliverables to PM & CM 

processes, tools & techniques, were all utilized towards the development of a DT Project 

Implementation with Integrated PM & CM framework. The body of the framework which 

resembles two layer wheel shows the five identified phases of DT project namely: Initiation, 

Planning & Design, Development & Testing, Deployment, and Closure. And from these 

phases, the recommended PM and CM processes, tools & techniques were placed but the 

cyclical nature of the framework allows flexibility and adjustment of the use of tools at 

different DT project phase. 

Finally, to conclude and answer the research question, this study recommends four creative 

ways to integrate PM and CM as inspired the developed framework to help facilitate the 

implementation of DT Project. First is combining PM and CM principles, processes, tools & 

techniques into a holistic approach at certain phases of the project lifecycle to achieve the 

DT deliverables, thus balancing the technical and human aspect of the project. Second, 

selecting the PM and CM methodologies and techniques that have emphasis towards 

promoting customer centric approach or creating value towards end users of the software 

such as the Agile Methodology. Third, creating a smart tool or software that automatically 

captures both the PM and CM tools, this may include gantt chart, scheduling, view of the 

project scope, that can be easily shared online to the rest of the stakeholders. And finally, 

including CM to PM’s knowledge area and PMO’s creation of CM owner or team to 

facilitate the implementation of DT project. 

7.2 Theoretical Contributions  

 
Theoretically, this paper contributes to the existing literature by filling the gap on integration 

of PM and CM principles, processes, tools, and techniques for implementing the change 

projects with specific focus on digitization. The gap was revealed in the literature and 

arguments provided why it is necessary and how it can be used to facilitate digital 

transformation.  
 
Furthermore the research adds  to suggested major requirements received from the literature 

review of Matt et al (2015), Schreckling & Steiger (2016), Kohnke (2016) Westerman et al 

(2015) by identifying and summarizing them in the system of key deliverables of digital 

transformation and providing a framework that can be further tested and revised if 
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necessary. In addition, Matt et al (2015, p. 4) were calling for creating specific guidelines for 

firms in order to formulate and implement digital transformation strategy successfully within 

an organization. 

Finally, research contributes to the field of CM and PM by identifying how companies 

especially the project manager and change manager use the integrated PM & CM principles, 

processes, tools & techniques in digital transformation projects. This can also serve as 

baseline for future studies on integrated PM, CM, and DT theories. 

7.3 Practical Contribution 

 
The research results may provide useful insights and methodology for future management of 

digital transformation.  The framework would be an assistant managerial tool for specialized 

project management guidelines in the DT field.  
 
Practically speaking, this thesis main contribution is discovering how companies can 

actually implement digital transformation with the help of known CM and PM principles, 

tools and techniques. Since DT is an emerging trend and prime challenge for the 

organisation (Khan, 2016, p. 4), this can serve as an inspiration for those companies who 

wish to improve their business and stay competitive by implementing digitization. 

Furthermore, the DT implementation with integrated CM and PM framework can serve as a 

starting point for those who want to innovate their business model to gain a competitive 

advantage. The framework gives a set of guidelines to implement change in organization 

with the help of project management tools and techniques. Moreover, this paper can 

contribute practically by identifying additional improvements to DT, which could also have 

managerial implications. It stresses that digitization is not the final outcome, and 

organization could benefit at the organizational, managerial and team levels from adopting 

sustaining phase, where staff gets training and acquires appropriate skills. 

Finally, the practical contribution of theis paper is increasing awareness of the new era of 

digital economy and the need of companies to shift to digital technology in order to stay 

competitive. 

7.4 Limitations and Suggestions for Further Research 

 
First of all, a limitation of this study lies in the fact that it was not possible to realize full 

case study in one company, due to absence of consent from upper management. It would be 

interesting to consider each particular case in-depth and from different perspectives, 

including not only project managers from client company and vendors, but also members of 

the team, top managers, end-users of digital technology and customers of the company. 
 
Secondly, the authors also limited themselves by using specific definitions for the concepts 

of digitization, digital transformation, and key deliverables of change management and 
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project management, which has in turn unintentionally affected the analysis. Thus, if 

companies are practicing some other forms of digital transformation, they might have not 

been included in the present research. Present study is based on discovering the internal 

impact of digital changes, while digitization also influences external environment of the 

company and the whole ecosystem of related companies, which would also be interesting to 

study as a phenomena, as well as the application of PM and CM tools to manage this 

changes 

In addition, the research was limited to exploring the offices of the European countries, 

however, one of the respondents mentioned that in a multinational company like them, 

cultural component plays a very important role and DT processes undergo differently 

depending on the region or country. For example, in Russia, the law restricts the input of 

information on the Russian server, that is why technological solutions of multinational 

companies have to be localized and installed in the Russian servers, which influences the 

processes and timeline. In this concern, it would be interesting to realize similar research in 

multiple locations, where, for instance,  technology is not that advanced, to see how it will 

influence the framework.  

Moreover, this study was conducted through a qualitative method, and the results recieved 

cannot guarantee generalizations. Due to time constraints, the sample of respondents was 

quite small, so the study can only serve as a reference point for futher studies in terms of 

increasing the sample size, focus from the client perspective or focus from the vendor 

perspective.  Also, a quantititave approach can also be considered with the higher sample 

size and identifying the success factors in the digital transformation project implementation. 

To sum up, concerning future research, it would be interesting to test and probably expand 

the suggested framework further by realizing similar research in different companies with 

considerairion of particular industries, geographical positions or scale of the company 

through both qualitative and quantitative methods. This would increase reliability and 

validity of the received framework.  
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APPENDIX I 

Figure 10: Project Life Cycle structure with typical cost and staffing levels in a generic 

project. Source: PMI, 2013, p. 39 

 
 
Figure 11: Project lifecycle, showing relationship to project management activities. Source: 

BSI, 2010, p. 22) 
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Figure 12. ERP Project Phases. Source: Tchokogué, et al,  2005, p. 155 

 
 

Figure 13. Organizational change management approach for digitization (Kohnke, 2016, p. 

96, adopted from “Shaping the digital enterprise Trends and Use Cases in  Digital 

Innovation and Transformation” Oswald and Kleinemeier) 
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Figure 14:  Digital innovation and transformation framework (Source: “Digitalize or 

Drown”, 2016, Schreckling and Steiger, p.17) 

 

Figure 15: Digital transformation compas (Source: “Leading Digital”, 2014, Westerman, 

Bonnet, McAffe)  
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Figure 16: Framework to study management of changes as projects. Source: Lehman, V. 

2010, p. 335 
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Figure 17: Conceptual framework – integrated model for change. Source: Cowan- Sahadath, 

K., 2010, p.399 . 
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Appendix II 

INTERVIEW GUIDELINE FOR DIGITAL TRANSFORMATION 

Introduction:  
Thank you for participating in this study. As we mentioned we are graduate students from a Master’s 

program in Strategic Project Management and we are writing our final thesis on Implementation of 

Digital Transformation Projects. The purpose of this interview is to gather information about tools 

and techniques utilized during digital transformation and change process. The information to be 

gathered in this interview will be strictly confidential and for research purposes only. All information 

will be coded in the analysis including the name of the company and participants.  

 

We’d like to remind you that you can choose not to answer any question or stop participating in the 

interview any time you wish. With your consent* we will video or audio record the interview to 

assist with analysis of the data gathered. 

 

Preliminary questions: 

 Could you give us some information about your company? (What is the main area of 

business) 

 Could you tell a bit more about your position and describe your involvement in digital 

transformation projects? 

Main Questions: 

 What are the key features of the digital project that you implement (what is the digital 

service technology, objectives)?  

 Can you describe the main phases which the digital transformation project  undergoes 

(Initiation, planning phase, implementation, closing). 

 What are the key challenges you encountered during the digital transformation project 

implementation? 

 What are the tools and techniques you have utilized during the project implementation? 

 Are you familiar with project management tools and techniques? If yes, could you tell 

us what are the ones you utilized? 

 Are you familiar with change management tools and techniques? If yes, could you tell 

us what are the ones you utilized? 

 

Closing: What would you do differently next time you are involved in a digital transformation 

process? If possible, can you recommend any other contacts involved in digital transformation from 

your team or other organizations who could take part in our research? 

 

THANK YOU FOR YOUR PARTICIPATION. 
 
*By participating in this interview, the interviewee gives a consent that his/her answers will be 

recorded and  used for research purposes, all the information received during interview will remain 

confidential. 
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